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Executive Summary
Matamata-Piako District Council is characterised by its natural landscape, rural towns
and communities, with the backdrop of the Kaimai Ranges. The District has a good
provision and a variety of parks and reserves. There are also large areas of natural
parkland provided by Department of Conservation within the District. The vast open
spaces of farm land and visually pleasing streetscapes of the towns also add to the
value of Parks and Open Spaces. Overall, the Community is satisfied with the current
provision and standard of Parks and Open Spaces within the District.
The Open Spaces Strategy is a vision for Parks and Open Spaces in the MatamataPiako District that, while not binding, gives an indication of Council’s intentions for the
future provision of park land and open spaces.
The needs for future Parks and Open Spaces network are different from what has
historically been provided. Key changes and trends that Council has to take account
of include:
•
•
•
•

Changes in recreation trends
Less participation in organised sport
More casual recreation pastimes such as walking and cycling
Aging population

Through the development of an Open Spaces Strategy, and keeping it under periodic
review, Council will be able to better prepare for the future and keep abreast of these
trends.
Matamata-Piako District Council has developed a vision for the future of Parks and
Open Spaces provision for this strategy.
• Provision of high quality Premier Parks that provide for and enhance the visitor
experience
• Provision of a range of quality outdoor Sports and Recreation Parks and
facilities to encourage participation in active recreation pursuits
• Provision of local Neighbourhood and Amenity Parks that provide for local
play, passive recreation and general open space and beautification
• Provision of Linkage Parks which allow for walk/cycle way networks to be
developed, creating a future parks network joined by ribbons of green
• Provision of Natural Parks that provide for the protection and enhancement of
the environment, and which act as valuable educational and recreational
resources without compromising their conservation value
In addition to land set aside for Parks and Open Spaces purposes, the landscape of
Matamata-Piako District‘s towns is dominated by wide, tree lined road berms,
landscaped streetscapes with gardens and areas to relax, and walking and cycling
paths through avenues of trees. Although these areas are not included in the
calculations for this strategy, they play an important part in the communities’
recreation and enjoyment of open space.
It is important to note that other areas of open space, such as schools and marae,
can also serve the purpose of parks, although public access may not be guaranteed.
The Open Spaces Network is an important element of urban planning, and
contributes to the wellbeing of the communities that they are located within;
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Parks and Open Spaces provide spaces for people of all ages to recreate in
Parks and Open Spaces break up the built environment in urban and
residential areas
Parks provides open space relief
Parks and Open Spaces add to the aesthetic environment and contribute to
the beautifying of local communities
Parks and Open Spaces provide green corridors for the movement of native
animals and plants
Parks and Open Spaces provide safe alternative transport corridors for
walking and cycling
Parks and Open Spaces provide linkages between communities

The Strategy has adopted the New Zealand Recreation Association (NZRA) Parks
Categories as a method to classify Parks and Open Spaces. This approach enables
Council to analyse and determine if we have the right mix of Parks and Open Spaces
in the right locations to suit our local communities.
The Open Spaces Strategy takes a combination approach, considering the local
context and the national benchmarks and standards set by the NZRA Parks
Categories and Levels of Service.
Overall Parks Provision
Matamata-Piako District Council has a relatively good provision of park land and
open spaces, of 16.18 hectares per 1,000 residents. The average in New Zealand is
21.44 ha per 1,000 residents. The national average includes some areas of large
natural park land.
Following analysis of current Open Space provision by similar sized local authorities
and the customer satisfaction surveys, it is recommended that Council aim to
maintain a provision of 15.03 ha per 1,000 residents. Based on the population
projections for the next 20 years, this Strategy aims to identify whether we require
further acquisition of park land, and what category of parks we will require.
Amenity Parks
No additional Amenity Parks required at this stage.
Neighbourhood Parks
There are two areas of Matamata which are not well provided for, and which are
separated from the rest of the township by relatively busy roads which form a barrier
for access by younger children. These areas include the houses around Kaimai Drive
and Matipo Street. It is recommended that two parks of approximately 5,000 m2 each
be acquired.
There is an area of Morrinsville near Banks Road/Coronation Street where there are
no nearby parks. However, this area is well provided for if the surrounding schools
are taken into account.
Linkage Parks
Linkage Parks provide an important function as an alternative transport route for safe
walking and cycling, as well as green corridors for native plants and animals.
Additional Linkage Parks should be acquired in strategic locations in the urban areas
of Matamata and Morrinsville to link existing parks together, and where possible, to
create integrated walking/cycling links using the towns’ parks network.
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In Te Aroha other providers of open space, including the Hauraki Rail Trail, Fish and
Game and Department of Conservation land, in conjunction with Council owned
Parks and Open Spaces provide important linkages between neighbourhoods.
Sport and Recreation Parks
No additional Sport and Recreation land is required at this stage.
In addition to Council owned Sport and Recreation land, private parks such as
Campbell Park in Morrinsville and Bedford Park in Matamata provide high quality
sports facilities for their local communities.
Premier Parks
No additional Premier Park land is required at this stage.
Natural Parks
No further acquisition of Natural Parks is required at this stage, as there is good
provision of Natural Parks within the District by other authorities.
Outdoor Adventure Parks
No additional Outdoor Adventure Park land is required at this stage.
Summary
Overall, the District has good provision of park land. However, when analysing each
individual category provision, there is a requirement for further Neighbourhood and
Linkage Parks. The following table identifies the current provision (2013) District wide
of each Parks Category, as well as projected provision in 20 years, if the current land
base is maintained. It is recommended that Matamata-Piako District Council acquire
an additional 10.03 hectares of Park and Open Space land over the next 20 years, to
support the projected population growth in the district.

Park Category

Amenity
Linkage
Natural
Neighbourhood
Outdoor
Adventure
Premier
Sport and
Recreation
Total

18.64
96.70
108.53
7.67

Additional
Recommended
ha/1,000
ha/1,000
park land
provision
residents residents
required
(ha/1,000
2033
2013
(ha) by
residents)
2033
0.59
0.53
0.53
3.01
2.75
3.00
8.90
3.38
3.08
3.08
0.24
0.22
0.25
1.13

175.62

5.47

4.99

4.99

-

13.84

0.43
3.06

0.39

0.39

-

2.79

2.79

-

16.18

14.75

15.03

10.03

Total
Park
land
(ha)

98.13
519.13
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1 Context
1.1

What is a Park?

A park is a protected area set aside for public use. It is usually maintained in a
natural or semi-natural state and often planted with trees and shrubs set in grass
areas either for aesthetic or recreation purposes, or containing areas of native
vegetation. In New Zealand many of these areas are classified as reserves and
protected by the Reserves Act 1977, whilst others are set aside by the Resource
Management Act 1991 and the Local Government Act 2002.
Parks are loosely classed into active and passive. Active parks are used for
organised sport. Passive parks are used for casual recreation such as walking and
picnicking, beautification or conservation purposes.
Parks are generally provided by the public sector, either by the local councils or the
Department of Conservation. Other providers of areas of Open Space and recreation
areas include schools and marae, as well as some private parks and sports fields.
While not formally classified as parks, other areas of Open Space may also serve the
purpose of parks. These include areas of green space within the streetscapes, like
Broadway in Matamata, or walkways and cycling ways like Stanley Avenue in Te
Aroha and Tower Road Walkway in Matamata. For the purposes of this Strategy
these areas of Open Space are not included in the calculations for the parks
categories.
1.2

Why do we need parks?

Parks are provided by Council to deliver a range of benefits including:
•
Open space within urban areas
•
Visual relief from the built environment
•
Beautification and amenity enhancement
•
Opportunities for recreation and sport
•
Protection of the natural environment
•
Habitat for wildlife
•
Community pride
•
Children’s play
•
Conservation of cultural heritage
•
Safe walking and cycling transport routes
•
Linkages between communities
These benefits are believed to enhance the community’s health and well-being.
Parks are highly valued by the community and many of the district’s major parks
have significant history associated with them.
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1.3

The District’s parks and Iwi

Council aims to maintain and encourage kaitiaki responsibility of Maori by
implementing a partnership approach to the sustainable management of the district’s
natural and physical resources, including parks and open spaces. The council
recognizes that tangata whenua have a special partnership relationship under the
principles of Tiriti o Waitangi. Iwi and hapu of the district have the unique role of
kaitiaki and rangatira of the natural and physical taonga in their rohe.

Te Whenua, the land, is to the Maori one of their most important taonga (treasures)
and they regard themselves as kaitiakitanga (custodians or care givers) of the land
for future generations. An essential element to the sustainable management process
is embodied in the Maori proverb or whakatauki: “Whatungarongaro te tangata, to itu
te whenua” - “People come and go but the land remains”. In a world where men and
women and their possessions have no permanence, the land remains the one
“possession” which never changes nor is ever destroyed. People’s welfare depends
on the land and everything related to it: water, fauna and flora.
It is acknowledged that there will be issues for tangata whenua, relating to waahi
tapu, protection and restoration of the mauri of natural eco-systems of land, water
and air, the harvesting of kai and cultural materials, as well as the future
management of significant open spaces.
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2 The Plan
2.1

Purpose of the Open Spaces Strategy

Matamata-Piako District Council has developed this Open Spaces Strategy as a high
level document to;
• identify existing land resources
• identify the need for additional park land
• meet future demographic changes
• support requirements for reserves contributions arising from development.
The Open Spaces Strategy will also link into the Council’s Long Term Plan, through
the Parks Asset Management Plan, and to the District Plan through the Town
Strategies.
The Open Spaces Strategy is a vision for parks in the Matamata-Piako District that,
while not binding, gives an indication of Council’s intentions for the future provision of
park land.
This strategy is not intended to address specific sporting and leisure planning or
cemetery management needs, which would have to be addressed in separate
planning documents.
The Open Spaces Strategy will:
• provide the framework for collating Reserve Management Plans according to
their Parks Category classification, to enable a consistent management of
each category
• provide a framework for consistent service delivery for the different Parks
Categories across the District
• provide development standard guidelines for each park category to assess
renewal and new capital projects for Parks and Open Spaces
• Analyse current and future demand for parks
• provide guidelines for decision making regarding land acquisition and
disposal
• provide the context and framework for development contribution
requirements
• inform policy on development contributions
• provide a framework for improved financial planning and reporting.
It is intended to cover a planning period of 20 years (to 2033), with a review to reflect
actual growth and community needs/expectations every 5 years.
2.2

Statutory requirements for parks

There are three key statutes relating to the management and provision of parks:
• Reserves Act 1977
• Local Government Act 2002
• Resource Management Act 1991
2.2.1

Reserves Act 1977

The Reserves Act 1977 applies to all public land that has been vested or gazetted
under the Act. The Reserves Act specifies in general terms the purpose of each
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class of reserve and requires that each reserve be managed in accordance with this
purpose. The Act requires the administrating body to prepare management plans for
these reserves. Matamata-Piako District Council has prepared management plans for
its ‘Active’ and ‘Passive’ reserves, and intends to complete this suite with a
management plan for ‘Esplanade’ reserves. The existing management plans should
be aligned with the Parks Categories in this Strategy (see Implementation Plan in
Section 8).
2.2.2

Local Government Act 2002 (LGA)

The LGA includes a wide range of provisions relating to the operation of local
government, many of which impact directly or indirectly on the management and
operation of parks. It also puts restrictions on local council to dispose of land set
aside for recreation or community use such as parks and reserves not protected by
the Reserves Act.
The LGA includes a provision for the levying of development contributions as a result
of land development. Contributions from development, either as land or money, or a
combination of both, are intended to ensure that parks continue to be provided on a
similar basis to the historical provision and in keeping with planned or identified
needs. Monetary contributions are to be used to enhance existing parks or purchase
appropriately located land. A specific policy needs to be developed by each authority
to implement development contributions.
2.2.3

Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA)

Matamata-Piako District Council is required to prepare a district plan under the
Resource Management Act 1991. The purpose of the district plan is “to promote the
sustainable management of natural and physical resources.” The RMA also provides
specific rules and regulations for esplanade reserves.

2.3
2.3.1

Other linkages
Long Term Plan

Council’s Long Term Plan (LTP) summarises the community’s aspirations for
services delivered by Council, and in many respects is Council’s implementation plan
as well as containing long term financial planning for the delivery of services and the
maintenance and replacement of facilities and assets, including parks and the
associated assets.
2.3.2

Asset Management Plan

Asset Management Plans (AMPs) are prepared for all Council owned assets to
ensure the assets are operated and maintained in a sustainable and cost effective
manner to provide the required level of service for present and future customers. The
Parks assets fit within two Asset Management Plans;
Parks and Reserves AMP describes the land assets. Public Amenities AMP
describes the additional assets found on parks and other public areas, such as
playgrounds, street furniture, tracks and public toilets. The AMPs provide for the long
term planning of service delivery and development of the parks assets, and describes
how council will fund these activities.
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The Open Spaces Strategy is guided by the Levels of Service described in the
AMPs. The Strategy provides further details about service delivery and development
standards which drive decision-making on what is to be maintained and provided
within parks.
2.3.3

District Plan

The District Plan is Council’s strategic planning document for all land use within the
district. The Open Spaces Strategy, being a specialist study of park land, is an
important contributor to the information contained in the District Plan.
The Open Spaces Strategy will help identify designated park land within the District
Plan, and also indicate areas where future growth may require further park land
development. The Strategy will also provide guidance for urban design principles,
Council’s development manual, and feed into the Town Strategies currently being
developed by Council.
2.3.4

Active Recreation and Facilities Strategy 2009

In 2009 the Council adopted an Active Recreation and Facilities Strategy, which,
among other things, deals with provision of active recreation and facilities. This
strategy directs how recreation facilities, such as pools, stadia and walking/cycling
tracks, should be provided in the district for the future.
2.3.5

Tracks Strategy 2008

The Matamata-Piako District Council Track Strategy details the current walking track
facilities located within the district, and identifies where there is a need to upgrade
existing and develop additional tracks, for the benefit of the community and district.
In particular the Track Strategy identifies the future development of the Piako Park
River Walk in Morrinsville, linking it to the walkway from Avenue Road South and the
Holmwood Park Walkway.
2.3.6

Historic Places Act 1993

The purpose of this Act is to promote the identification, protection, preservation, and
conservation of the historic and cultural heritage of New Zealand. A ‘Historic Place’
includes any land (including archaeological sites), buildings and structures or
combination of these that form part of the historical and cultural heritage of New
Zealand or anything that is fixed to such land. Te Aroha Domain is recognized as a
Category A Historic Place under this Act. Some of the buildings and assets that form
part of Firth Tower Reserve and Museum, near Matamata, are also protected under
the Historic Places Act.
2.3.7

New Zealand Recreation Association – 2011 Parks Categories and Levels of
service

The NZRA Parks Categories and Levels of Service framework (NZRA Parks
Categories 2011) has been developed, in consultation with the parks sector, to
provide relevant industry guidelines for parks classification.
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This strategy uses parks categories that link to this industry standard. All parks in the
Matamata-Piako district have been placed into one of the following categories:
•
Amenity Parks
•
Linkage Parks
•
Natural Parks
•
Neighbourhood Parks
•
Outdoor Adventure Parks
•
Premier Parks
•
Sports and Recreation Parks
•
Special Purpose Sites
Some of the parks are currently leased out to community groups, sporting groups or
for grazing purposes. Depending on the terms of the lease or license, public access
to these areas may be restricted from time to time. These areas are still included in
the total calculations, as they are available for Council use and development as and
when required.
Parks identified as Special Purpose Sites, while they sometimes provide open space
and recreation value, have not been included in the calculations for this strategy.
This is because of their specific use and generally limited public access. Examples of
Special Purpose Sites include campgrounds, golf courses, plantation forests,
monument reserves, hall reserves, swimming pools, cemeteries, civic spaces etc.
Special Purpose Sites encompass Cultural Heritage, Civic Space, and part of the
Natural Park categories used in the NZRA Parks Categories 2011. These areas will
be dealt with through specific strategies (e.g. cemeteries strategy) or the District Plan
where their scale and importance require it.
2.4
2.4.1

Plan development
Population data

The population data used in this Strategy is based on the 2012 Demographic Studies
for the three towns of Matamata, Morrinsville and Te Aroha prepared by Resource
Management Consultancy Ltd.
The data used projects population growth across the district as well as for each of the
three main towns over the next 20 years until 2033.
2.4.2

Land parcel data

The property data utilised in this Strategy is derived from Council’s Property Register
for Council-owned properties. The register is based on Land Information New
Zealand data with a high level of confidence.
For the categorisation of each of the property parcels, staff worked through the NZRA
Park Categories and Levels of Service document and reviewed each individual
property on its current function and location.
The full list of properties included in this strategy is included in Appendix A.
2.4.3

Consultation

The consultation on the Open Spaces Strategy was carried out in conjunction with
the consultation for the MPDC Town Strategies. The consultation was done in two
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phases with a pre-consultation and formal consultation. Both phases were advertised
and promoted in the local newspapers, on the MPDC website, and on Facebook.
The pre-consultation involved Open Days in Matamata, Morrinsville and Te Aroha,
where people could discuss the Draft maps and documents, and provide initial
feedback on the direction of the strategy.
In addition to the advertisement for the Open days, Stakeholders with a special
interest in the Parks and Open Spaces were identified and invited to attend the Open
Days. These included sports groups, community groups, service clubs, reserve
users, Department of Conservation and Sport Waikato.
Following the Open Days, residents were given time to submit their feedback either
electronically through the MPDC website, or via mail. A total of 30 submissions were
received on the pre-consultation of the Draft Open Spaces Strategy and Town
Strategies. All feedback was then considered by staff in reviewing the Draft
documentation.
On 12 June 2013, Council approved the consultation methodology for the strategies
and bylaws. Advertisements were printed in the Piako Post and Matamata Chronicle
on 19 June 2013. Information about the strategies and submission process was also
posted on the Council website. Public submissions were received between 18 June
and 19 July 2013. Submitters are listed in Appendix 9.3 Appendix C – List of
Submitters. Council heard submitters and considered the submissions received at a
Hearing held in Te Aroha on 4 September 2013
2.4.4

Plan review

The Open Spaces Strategy will be reviewed every five years to reflect actual growth
and trends. The first review will be scheduled for 2018.
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3 Background
3.1

About the District

Matamata-Piako District is 175,447 hectares in area and bounded in the east by the
Kaimai Ranges and in the west by older ranges. In between lays the valley of the
Hauraki Plains. The district is predominantly rural; with 85% of the land used for
agriculture and rural processing, 14% is in native vegetation, and 1% is used for
urban development.

The District is served by three service towns, each located within 20-30 minutes drive
from each other. All three service towns have a range of local sport clubs and sport
facilities, including swimming pools and indoor sports facilities. In addition, there is a
rugby field at Hinuera and Tahuna, tennis courts at Te Poi, Hinuera, Tatuanui and
Tauhei, a bowling club at Hinuera, golf courses at Matamata, Morrinsville, Te Aroha,
Tahuna and Walton, and horse racing tracks at Matamata and Te Aroha. The
Matamata Aerodrome offers opportunities for recreational flying, gliding, and
parachuting.
Due to the diversity of the three towns, and the distance between them, this Strategy
will analyse the requirements for park land for each of the towns individually as well
as the overall District requirements.
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3.2

One District - Three Towns

3.2.1

Matamata

The township of Matamata was first surveyed in 1904 into town sections with
provision for wide streets and a recreational area at the central domain. The
surveyors enclosed the new settlement on two sides with a 40 metre wide plantation
reserve which over the years has developed into the Matamata Centennial Drive
(and subsequently extended by Tom Grant Drive), now a botanical park with a wide
variety of trees from all over the world.
Matamata’s green image is further emphasised through the parks and reserves
located within the central business district, as well as streetscapes and walkways;
•

•

•

•

3.2.2

The Hetana Street Railway Oak Tree plantation originates from when the
Thames Valley Railway line was first commissioned in 1885, and is today the
sole survivor of railway plantations in this area.
Founders Memorial Park was dedicated to the memory of Wiremu Tamihana,
Rev Alfred Brown and Josiah Firth, who were all connected to the early
history of the town.
Broadway is for many the landmark of Matamata with its centre islands
planted with weeping elms, oaks and chestnuts as well as annual flower
displays and sculptures.
Tower Road Walkway provides an avenue of English Oak trees which
creates a pleasant environment to walk or cycle.
Morrinsville

In 1874 Thomas and Samuel Morrin purchased an estate, setting up a sheep and
cattle station which led to the development of Morrinsville. The town was surveyed in
1882 and the first plan was deposited.
The town was the service centre for Morrin’s Lockerbie Estate. The railway line to
Morrinsville was opened on 1st October 1884, giving a further boost to the fledgling
township increasing the population from 115 in 1881 to 633 in 1886. With the
improvements to the dairy industry in the early 1900s, Morrinsville continued to
prosper and grow. The dairy industry is still an important part of life in Morrinsville,
with the town taking the slogan “Cream of the Country.”
Morrinsville’s Parks and Open Spaces reflect the town’s history with names like
Lockerbie Park and Thomas Park.
3.2.3

Te Aroha

The land known today as the Te Aroha Hot Springs Domain was made a public
reserve under the Public Domains Act in December 1882. After the opening of the
Thames Goldfield in 1867, visitors from Thames travelled up the Waihou (or "River
Thames") using the area for recreation: duck shooting, picnicking, and visiting the hot
springs at Te Aroha.
The discovery of gold-bearing quartz on Bald Spur at Te Aroha in 1880 occurred at a
time when the Thames Goldfield was beginning to show a decline. According to ‘This
is Te Aroha’, the township was "suddenly invaded from all parts." Further gold fields
were discovered in Wairongomai in 1881 and the population boom continued.
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As the focus on gold receeded, development of the Hot Springs again dominated the
town. The construction of the first permanent Bath Houses began in 1883, and soon
became well known as a tourist resort. The Te Aroha Domain Hot Springs and Spa
still attracts visitors from all over the world, as well as providing locals with a pleasant
park to play, swim, walk or picnic.
The railway from Hamilton to Te Aroha was opened in March 1886. The last train to
travel to Te Aroha was in 1991. Today, the railway land between Te Aroha and
Paeroa provides a scenic cycleway which forms part of the national cycleway
network, continuing to bring visitors to town.
3.3
3.3.1

Challenges and Issues
Geographic Distribution of the Three Towns

Unlike most locations, Matamata-Piako District does not have one central town that is
significantly larger than the surrounding rural townships, but rather it has three towns
which fill this role. This leads to a certain amount of duplication of parks, and
historical imbalances in land provision due to different approaches and philosophies
being applied in each of the towns. Because of the distance and travel time between
the three towns, it is unrealistic to think that residents of one town will utilise
neighbourhood and amenity parks in any one of the other towns. Therefore, the
recommendations of this Strategy are based on the town specific analysis.
Section 6 of this Strategy looks at the provision and requirements of each of the three
towns.
3.3.2

Changing Age Demographic

Over the next 20 years it is projected that the population of the District will continue to
show growth of around 0.49% per year. Much of the increase in population will occur
in the population groups older than 50 years, with the population in the younger age
groups remaining relatively stable. By 2031 the proportion of residents aged 0-14
years is projected to decline from 22.8% to 17.5%, whereas the proportion of
residents age 65 years and over is projected to increase from 15.7% to 29.1%. A
similar trend is occurring at the national level. Between 2006 and 2031 the median
age of residents in Matamata-Piako District is projected to increase from 37.9 to 46.6
years .
An aging population puts different pressures on the infrastructure and the
requirements for Parks and Open Spaces. The demands for Sports and Recreation
Parks and Outdoor Adventure Parks may decrease, while the demands for Amenity
Parks, Neighbourhood Parks and Linkage Parks may increase. As there is no
benchmark for provision per capita based on age profile, this has not been included
in the considerations for the calculations.
3.3.3

Changing Recreation Trends

Sport New Zealand undertook a national survey of recreation participation in 2001
and again in 2008. The survey results showed a trend of decreased participation in
sport and recreation activity, membership of sports and recreation clubs, and in the
number of volunteers involved in the sport and recreation activity .
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Top three recreational activities 2008
•
Walking (64%)
•
Gardening (43%)
•
Swimming (35%)
This trend further underpins the demand for what used to be called Passive
Reserves, including Amenity Parks, Neighbourhood Parks and Linkage Parks.

In the future, more people will enjoy walking and
cycling as their recreational pastime.
3.3.4

Health Trends

There are well documented national trends of
increases in the occurrence of diabetes and obesity.
These will have significant impacts on the health
system, and the ability to pay for these services
(coupled with an ageing population). Health related
strategy development has identified the importance
that parks, and the recreation that occurs in them,
are to encouraging and facilitating active lifestyles.
The 2009 MPDC Growth Strategy links these trends
to growth:
“Moving into the future, the District’s Growth Strategy needs to ensure that
development does not impact adversely on the Community’s health and find ways to
encourage physical activity through easy access to sport and recreational facilities,
and the provision of walking and cycling tracks.”
3.3.5

Equity of levels of service

Like many parts of New Zealand, Matamata-Piako District has a chequered history of
asset replacement, with more focus and resources placed on asset creation. As new
areas have been subdivided and developed, new assets have been installed.
Because no active renewal programme has been in place, there is an inequality of
asset provision between many of the older parts of the District, and the new subdivisions that have occurred. This strategy aims to provide guidance to decision
makers and developers with regards to Development Contributions. The strategy will
identify areas where additional park land is required, or if no additional land is
required, Development Contributions should be in the form of funding to upgrade
existing parks and reserves. This is further discussed in Section 7.
3.4

Growth Drivers

The 2009 Growth Strategy identified a number of drivers which will impact on the
District’s population growth and demographic patterns. The provision of park land
and open spaces contributes positively to the bottom three drivers.
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Growth Drivers:
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3.5

Population Trends

Following are the key results of the Demographic study carried out by Resource
Management Consultancy Ltd in 2012. This figures form the basis for our
calculations of park provision per capita throughout this Strategy.
Population Projections
Year
District
2013
32,085
2018
32,810
2023
33,571
2028
34,367
2033
35,200

Matamata
6,821
7,060
7,307
7.565
7,831
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Morrinsville
7,066
7,467
7,892
8,341
8,817

Te Aroha
4,048
4,133
4,222
4,311
4,403

3.6

Town specific trends

Morrinsville has a favourable location in proximity to Hamilton, and Matamata is close
to Tauranga. These two towns are well placed to increasingly fill the role of commuter
towns to accommodate “spill over” population from two of the Country’s fastest
growing urban areas.
Improvement of transport links between Morrinsville and Hamilton, for instance by
means of a new expressway, will reduce commuting times and provide additional
stimulus for Morrinsville’s growth into the future. Matamata is likely to see further
impetus for growth as the recently commenced large-scale urban expansion on the
western periphery of Tauranga gains momentum.
Combined with the increased median age for the urban townships (as discussed in
Section 3.3), the increase in overall population for Matamata and Morrinsville is
expected to require good linkage parks for recreational walking, as well as good
quality neighbourhood parks with playgrounds and picnic areas.
Te Aroha does not have the same locational advantages relative to the main centres,
but has the potential to capitalise on its heritage and recreational qualities to continue
to grow as a tourism-based town. The recently completed Hauraki Rail Trail cycleway
between Te Aroha and neighbouring Paeroa is anticipated to increase visitor
numbers to the town. This will put further pressure on the provision of other
recreational opportunities such as tramping through the Te Aroha Domain and
walking around the Howarth Memorial Wetlands, swimming at Te Aroha Leisure
Pools or treatment at the Mineral Spas, as well as an increased interest in the unique
heritage of the town.
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4 Parks Categories and Levels of Service
The Parks Categories and Levels of Service framework have been developed by the
New Zealand Recreation Association (NZRA), in consultation with the New Zealand
parks sector, to provide a New Zealand relevant industry guideline for consistent
application across the Parks and Open Spaces sector. The categories provide a
baseline framework for individual organisations to utilise as appropriate to their
circumstances .
This Strategy has adopted the Categories as described in the NZRA document. The
Service Delivery Standards have been adapted to reflect the current levels of service
provided. Through annual Customer Satisfaction Surveys, the community has told us
they are satisfied with the current provision and service delivery of the district’s parks
and reserves and sportsfields . The Development Standards will be used as
guidelines for future planning of the Matamata-Piako District Parks Network.
Each park managed by Matamata-Piako District Council has been classified into one
of the parks categories according to the parks primary purpose. We acknowledge
that some parks may serve more than one function to the community. However, for
analytical purposes, each park is only classified as one category. For a
comprehensive list of parks and categories, refer to Appendix A. Open spaces not
formally classed as parks and reserves, or managed by other organisations are not
included in the calculations.
Following the description of each park category Section 5 and Section 6 will provide
further analysis of current provision of parks by category and analysis by township.
Section 7 provides an analysis of the future demand and requirements for parks.

4.1

Amenity Parks

Amenity Parks are referred to, and further described, in the NZRA Parks Categories
2011 as Recreation and Ecological Linkages.
4.1.1

Description

Amenity Parks cover a wide range of land types, from developed areas with mown
grass, gardens and/or trees (usually close to the CBD or adjacent to high traffic
volume roads) through to undeveloped “natural” green areas. They provide a wide
range of functions, from open space that adds to the quality of the visual landscape
through to areas used actively for picnics, walking and biking etc.
Amenity Parks may be based on geographic features within the urban environment,
where buildings are not possible e.g. stream gullies, drainage areas or steep
hillsides.
Play equipment or other recreation facilities may be provided in some cases, where
the Amenity Park is well located and functions as a Neighbourhood Park.
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Amenity Parks may have a moderate level of development where usage and demand
warrants it, with walkways, toilets, park furniture, signage and car parking, but usually
they have few structures and facilities.
Examples include Morrinsville Rose Garden (pictured below), Jaycee Reserve
(Matamata) and Skidmore Reserve (Te Aroha).

Morrinsville Rose Garden
4.1.2

Provision

Amenity Parks can be areas of “green space” that need not be fully accessible and
may provide a community benefit through the visual amenity they provide such as
incorporating a stand of trees. Land need not be flat but the cost benefit of
maintaining difficult gullies, steep land and other non-developable land should be
carefully considered prior to any future acquisitions by Council.
When used for beautification purposes, Amenity Parks are usually located at
“entrances” to town and residential precincts, close to town centres, and along
arterial roads.
Minimum parcel size of land is not a specific requirement for the future although in
terms of general planning a minimum of 3,000 m2 should be seen as an effective
area which will provide a reasonable visual impact.
4.1.3

Development Standards

Services and Facilities
Transport provision
Toilets
Tracks and paths

Development Standard
Not generally required.
Not generally required, but dependent on size and location.
Walking and mountain bike tracks provided as appropriate
– otherwise generally not required. Higher use walking
tracks sealed and graded appropriate to usage.
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Services and Facilities Development Standard
Furniture & structures
Not generally required except for in beautification areas in
built up pedestrian zones – otherwise standard quality
furniture, fencing and structures provided.

Visitor information
Tree planting
Gardens
Play equipment

4.1.4

Lighting not generally required.
Standard name and control signage not usually required,
except where appropriate due to location or significance.
Opportunities to establish specimen trees will be maximised
to provide shade, shelter and enhance amenity values.
High quality gardens in beautification areas – otherwise
gardens will not be provided.
Not required unless the Amenity Park can also function as a
Neighbourhood Park.

Service Delivery Standards

Amenity Parks provided for beautification purposes will be maintained to a high
standard. Amenity Parks provided for open green space will generally have a low
level of maintenance provided.
Services
Grass mowing

Gardens
Arboriculture

Vegetation control

Furniture & structure
maintenance

Playgrounds

Litter

Hard Surfaces
Toilet Cleaning

Maintenance Standard
Beautification areas - High quality mowing standard that
provides a visually pleasing finish.
Open space areas – in residential areas and picnic
spots a medium standard of mowing. Other areas shall
be a low standard of mowing.
All garden areas will be maintained to a high standard.
Trees inspected at least every 6 months, and
maintained as and when required, and as budget
allows.
Weed control specification for fence-lines and structures
to maintain a tidy appearance consistent with grass
standard.
Structure maintenance will be focused on maintaining
good structural condition and a tidy appearance.
Bi-Monthly inspection and non-urgent repairs within 1
week.
Play equipment to be inspected at least fortnightly for
any safety or maintenance.
Re-painting to be undertaken at least two yearly.
Maintenance as per NZS 5828:2004
Litter bins to be emptied before overflowing (minimum
once per week).
Loose litter inspections/collection in beautification areas
and open space areas at least once every two weeks.
Shall be kept free of litter and detritus
Cleaning shall be undertaken minimum once a week, or
as use requires.
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4.2

Linkage Parks

Linkage Parks are referred to, and further described, in the NZRA Parks Categories
2011 as Recreation and Ecological Linkages.
4.2.1

Description

Linkages Parks cover a wide range of sites, from developed parks with mown grass
and trees through to undeveloped green areas. They are usually linear in shape, and
provide an important role in meeting sustainability objectives through protection and
enhancement of biodiversity, often in the urban environment.
They provide a wide range of functions, from largely unused or inaccessible areas
through to areas used actively for walking, biking and other recreation. They often
provide for walkway/transport linkages from one neighbourhood to another or to link
parks together.
They may be based on geographic features within the urban environment, where
buildings are not possible e.g. stream gullies, drainage areas or steep hillsides.
Generally Linkages Parks will have a low level of development, except where usage
and demand warrants it. This may include tracks, park furniture and signage.
Examples include Tom Grant Drive (Matamata), Lockerbie Park (Morrinsville) and
Robertson Reserve (Te Aroha).

Lockerbie Park, Morrinsville
4.2.2

Provision

Linkage Parks can be land that need not be fully accessible and may provide a
community benefit through the visual amenity they provide such as incorporating a
stand of trees and the opportunity to protect or enhance biodiversity. Land need not
be flat but the cost benefit of maintaining difficult gullies, steep land and other nondevelopable land should be carefully considered prior to any future acquisitions.
Minimum parcel size of land is not a specific requirement for the future although in
terms of general planning a minimum of 3,000 m2 should be seen as an effective
area which will provide visual impact.
Location of Linkage Parks will generally be related to geographic features and
dispersed so as to provide corridors of “green”, linking parks/open spaces via
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walkway systems and may often be based on, or take advantage of water or
drainage courses.
No benchmark is available for Linkage Park provision.
4.2.3

Development Standards

The aim is to provide corridors of land through which flora and fauna may move, and
to provide for pedestrian and cycle activities
Services and Facilities
Transport provision
Toilets
Tracks and paths

Furniture & structures

Visitor information
Tree planting

Revegetation

Play equipment

4.2.4

Development Standard
Not generally required.
Not generally required, but dependent on size and location.
Walking and mountain bike tracks provided as appropriate
– otherwise generally not required.
Higher use walking tracks sealed and graded appropriate
to usage.
Not generally required except for in beautification areas in
built up pedestrian zones – otherwise standard quality
furniture, fencing and structures provided.
Lighting not generally required.
Standard name and control signage not usually required,
except where appropriate due to location or significance.
Opportunities to establish specimen trees will be
maximised to provide shade, shelter and enhance amenity
values.
If additional revegetation is required, a native planting and
weed control programme will be undertaken. This will aim
to re-create ecosystems characteristic of the original
ecology. Eco-sourcing of plant materials will be used where
practicable.
Not required unless the Linkage Park can also function as
a Neighbourhood Park.

Service Delivery Standards

Linkage Parks have a medium to low level of maintenance provided.
Services
Grass mowing

Gardens
Arboriculture

Vegetation control

Maintenance Standard
Open space areas – in residential areas and picnic
spots a medium standard of mowing. Other areas shall
be a low standard of mowing.
All garden areas will be maintained to a high standard.
Trees inspected at least every 6 months, and
maintained as and when required, and as budget
allows.
Weed control specification for fence-lines and structures
to maintain a tidy appearance consistent with grass
standard.
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Services
Furniture & structure
maintenance

Playgrounds

Maintenance Standard
Structure maintenance will be focused on maintaining
good structural condition and a tidy appearance.
Bi-Monthly inspection and non-urgent repairs within 1
week.
Play equipment to be inspected at least fortnightly for
any safety or maintenance.
Re-painting to be undertaken at least two yearly.
Maintenance as per NZS 5828:2004
Litter bins to be emptied before overflowing (minimum
once per week).

Litter

Hard Surfaces
Toilet Cleaning

4.3
4.3.1

Loose litter inspections/collection in beautification areas
and open space areas at least once every two weeks.
Shall be kept free of litter and detritus
Cleaning shall be undertaken minimum once a week, or
as use requires.

Natural Parks
Description

The primary purpose of Natural Parks is to provide opportunities for people to
experience nature. Typically native bush areas, wetlands, riparian areas or other
natural landscapes are considered Natural Parks. They may include walking tracks,
mountain bike tracks, picnic areas and facilities to support and service these
activities.
The values and attributes of Natural Parks include:
•
Large scale sites
•
Low impact recreation activity
•
Intact or relatively intact natural ecosystems
•
Unique or threatened NZ native flora and fauna
•
Natural wetland areas
•
Water bodies such as lakes/ponds, streams and/or riparian features
•
Outstanding natural landscape or geological features
Examples include Hawes Bush (Waharoa) and Te Aroha Bush Reserve.
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Te Aroha Bush Reserve
4.3.2

Provision

Natural Parks contain natural features that are being restored or conserved.
Typically they will be adjacent to water bodies such as wetlands and river margins, or
will be areas of native bush or other native ecological habitat. They can significantly
add to visual and open space landscape values.
Some sites may be acquired and managed as Natural Parks that do not have
existing strong values, but where their management as areas of native vegetation is
considered the most appropriate land use.
Natural Parks can be quite large where they contain wetlands or native bush.
For planning purposes no minimum size is identified although it is expected sites will
be no smaller than 1 hectare. Land may be located anywhere in the district where a
site has specific values that warrants its acquisition for conservation purposes.
4.3.3

Development Standards

Generally a low level of development is envisaged for Natural Parks with the
objective being to provide a natural experience. Development will generally be limited
to low impact activities such as walking and mountain bike tracks. Higher use sites
may require ancillary visitor facilities such as carparking, signage and toilets.
Services and Facilities Development Standard
Transport provision
Off street car parking provided at high use sites only.
Metalled surface or sealed at high use areas.
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Services and Facilities Development Standard
Toilets
Standard toilets to be provided at entranceway/car park
area, or other gathering points throughout the park, where
user stays of over 1 hour are envisaged or for high use
sites.
Tracks and paths
Walking and mountain bike tracks provided as appropriate.
Higher use walking tracks metalled and graded appropriate
to usage.
NZS HB 8630:2004 used to categorise tracks.
Furniture & structures
Limited furniture such as picnic tables provided at carparks/
picnic areas. Seats provided at key viewing or rest points.
Where it is appropriate to provide litter bins, they shall be
recycling bins. Shelters may be provided at high use sites.
Visitor information
Signage to be provided to identify the park and provide
directional/control information. Additional signage and
visitor info as appropriate:
Interpretation signs provided at historic sites
Map sign provided at entrance to larger sites with
Directional signage at path junctions
Revegetation

4.3.4

If additional revegetation is required, a native planting and
weed control programme will be undertaken. This will aim
to re-create ecosystems characteristic of the original
ecology. Eco-sourcing of plant materials will be used where
practicable.

Service Delivery Standards

Services inputs on Natural Parks are expected to be low with an emphasis on pest
and weed control, track maintenance and operation of visitor facilities such as toilets
and picnic/parking areas.

Services
Grass maintenance
Pest and weed control

Furniture & structure
maintenance

Track maintenance

Litter

Maintenance Standard
Low to medium standard quality grass mowing where
required e.g. picnic areas.
Pest and weed control will be a high priority on sites being
revegetated, with control to a standard that does not
suppress the establishing native plants. Other areas will
be limited to target weeds and pests or control around
public use areas and on tracks.
Structure maintenance will be focused on maintaining
good structural condition and safety.
Bi-Monthly inspection and non-urgent repairs within 1
week.
Tracks will be maintained in a safe and usable condition.
The service level standard will be applied as per NZS HB
8630:2004 category.
Litter bins to be emptied on demand dependent on
usage/season.
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4.4
4.4.1

Neighbourhood Parks
Description

A Neighbourhood Park is a developed urban park designed for use by the local
residential community. They should be easily accessible, ideally from more than one
road frontage. The Neighbourhood Park will be well maintained; be free draining;
have flat or gently undulating grassed areas; be safe; and provide an attractive
welcoming ambiance to the immediate local community (within a ten minute walking
distance or 800 metre radius of urban residential property).
Neighbourhood Parks should provide an open grass area suitable for small scale ball
play, children’s play equipment, seating, amenity lighting, paths and attractive
amenity planting. Larger parks may accommodate small community buildings and
small scale sports facilities such as basket ball half courts.
Examples include Farmer Street Reserve (Te Aroha), Kowhai Street Reserve
(Matamata) and Anderson Park (Morrinsville).

Farmer Street Reserve, Te Aroha
4.4.2

Provision

Neighbourhood Parks need to cater for the immediate adjacent residential area
(District Plan residential zone) and be distributed throughout the residential areas of
the district. The intention is that most residential property in the major communities
in the district will be within reasonable walking distance (800 metres approximately or
ten minutes walk) from a park. Other parks, e.g. Premier Parks etc., may also meet
this need.
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Neighbourhood Parks are generally smaller in size, ranging from 1,000 m2 up to 2
hectares. The average ideal size is considered to be from 3,000 to 5,000 m2. The
size is larger than many existing or traditional neighbourhood parks, but it allows for a
reasonable mix of activities including a large ball play space, basketball half court,
playgrounds (both junior and senior), gardens and “quiet” spaces.
It is also important to be able to provide a reasonable separation for adjoining
residential properties from the active/noisy activities.
Neighbourhood Parks should have an open frontage (providing a safe ambiance)
with access to more than one road frontage to maximise linkages to as many parts of
the neighbourhood as possible. Suitable land for Neighbourhood Parks will generally
be acquired at the time of planning new subdivisions.
4.4.3

Development Standards

The aim is to provide an attractive area for local use for children’s play, relaxation
and to enhance the local amenity value.
Services and Facilities Development Standard
Transport provision
Pedestrian and cycle access. On site car parking not
generally required unless recreation/community buildings
provided. Street side parking bays for larger sites.
Toilets
Not usually provided although may be considered on larger,
well used sites.
Tracks and paths
Dual use paved pathways that provide linkages between
roads and access to play equipment.
Furniture & structures Provision of seating and litter bins.
Standard quality furniture, fencing and structures provided.

Visitor information
Tree planting
Gardens
Play equipment

Vehicle barriers
Buildings

Lighting not generally provided other than along walkway
routes.
Standard name and control signage
Opportunities to establish specimen trees will be maximised
to provide shade, shelter and enhance amenity values
Low maintenance shrub gardens will generally be
developed to create an attractive landscaped environment.
Playground equipment provided to meet local community
needs. To include a minimum of three items of play
equipment aimed at junior children.
Where the Neighbourhood Park is large enough, or well
used, it shall also contain play equipment suitable for senior
children.
Provision of vehicle barriers as required to create a visual
boundary to the park and to prevent vehicle access.
Generally buildings will not be provided for.
Appropriate community or recreation buildings that do not
compromise open space values will be considered to meet
specific local needs.
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4.4.4

Service Delivery Standards

The primary focus for Neighbourhood Park maintenance is to provide a consistently
good standard - particularly in relation to grass mowing, and safe play equipment.
Services
Grass mowing

Turf management
Arboriculture

Vegetation control

Furniture & structure
maintenance

Playgrounds

Hard Surfaces
Toilet Cleaning

4.5.1

Bi-Monthly inspection and non-urgent repairs within 1
week.
Play equipment to be inspected at least fortnightly for
any safety or maintenance issues.
Re-painting to be undertaken at least two yearly.
Maintenance as per NZS 5828:2004
Litter bins to be emptied before overflowing (minimum
once per week).

Litter

4.5

Maintenance Standard
Good quality grass mowing standard that consistently
maintains a surface suitable for walking and informal
ball games.
Turf cover should be consistent and largely weed free.
Trees inspected at least every 6 months, and
maintained as and when required, and as budget
allows.
Standard weed control specification for fence-lines and
structures to maintain a tidy appearance consistent with
grass standard.
Structure maintenance will be focused on maintaining
good structural condition and a tidy appearance.

Loose litter inspections/collection in beautification areas
and open space areas at least once every two weeks.
Shall be kept free of litter and detritus
Cleaning shall be undertaken minimum once a week, or
as use requires.

Outdoor Adventure Parks
Description

Outdoor Adventure Parks enable visitors to experience a variety of recreation
activities in a wide range of open space environments.
Outdoor Adventure Parks will generally be large sites, usually located on the outskirts
of urban areas. The character and management of Outdoor Adventure Parks varies
widely from exotic forestry, farm parks, native bush, and river areas. The recreation
activities include those that require the space and separation from urban locations or
require particular natural features. Examples include mountain biking, equestrian,
rock climbing, wind-sports, motorised recreation, camping, walking/tramping,
picnicking, hunting, canoeing/kayaking etc.
The levels of service for Outdoor Adventure Parks can vary widely depending on the
type of park and level of use. Also the level of service may vary from one area of the
park to another, e.g. entry points may be developed to a high standard with extensive
facilities and more remote areas may have minimal services.
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Examples include Waterworks Road Reserve/Te Miro and Roy Scott Reserve
(Morrinsville).

Mountain biking tracks are located at Te Miro Waterworks Road Reserve and
through the native bush of Te Aroha.
4.5.2

Provision

Provision will usually be based on either utilising existing public land which may have
been acquired for reasons other than nature based recreation e.g. water catchment
or river protection areas, erosion control, quarries, open space protection; or where
the direct acquisition of land for the primary purpose of nature based recreation will
be justified.
Sites will generally be large – 20 hectares plus and located either on the outskirts, or
quite some distance from urban areas.
4.5.3

Development Standards

The aim is to provide an area for people to experience nature through recreation
activities appropriate to the particular park.
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Services and Facilities
Transport provision
Toilets

Tracks and paths

Furniture & structures

Visitor information

Tree planting

Recreation facilities

Amenity grass and
landscaping
Re-vegetation

Buildings

4.5.4

Development Standard
Sealed entry road. Sealed carparks at high use sites.
Metalled secondary roads and low use carparks.
Standard toilets to be provided at entranceway/carpark
area and at gathering points throughout the park as
required
Metalled or natural walking paths dependent on category
and level of use. MTB tracks to graded to a standard
dependent on intended usage.
Apply NZS HB 8630:2004 category system.
Apply recognised MTB grading system e.g. Kennett
Brothers.
Seats provided at key viewing or rest points on walking
tracks. Vehicle barriers along roads to control vehicle
access as required. Shelters, picnic facilities.
High quality signage at entrance to identify the park.
Interpretation & map signs provided at major entry areas.
Control and safety signage provided as required.
Directional signage at path entries/junctions.
Opportunities to establish specimen trees will be
maximised to provide shade, shelter and enhance
amenity values
Dependant on intended purpose and use, development
of recreation facilities such as adventure playgrounds,
rope challenge courses, climbing walls, etc
Mown amenity grass and landscaping may be provided
at picnic areas and site entrances.
If additional re-vegetation is required a native planting
and weed/pest control programme will be undertaken to
protect and add to existing values.
Generally buildings will not be provided.

Service Delivery Standards

Services inputs on Outdoor Adventure Parks are expected to be low with an
emphasis on pest and weed control, track maintenance and operation of visitor
facilities such as toilets and picnic/parking areas.
Services
Grass maintenance

Pest and weed control

Maintenance Standard
Low to medium standard quality grass mowing where
required e.g. picnic areas.
Use of livestock where appropriate.
Pest and weed control will be a high priority on sites being
revegetated, with control to a standard that does not
suppress the establishing native plants. Other areas will
be limited to target weeds and pests or control around
public use areas and on tracks.
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Services
Furniture & structure
maintenance

Track maintenance

Litter
Toilets

4.6

Maintenance Standard
Structure maintenance will be focused on maintaining
good structural condition and safety.
Monthly inspection and non-urgent repairs within 1 week.
Tracks will be maintained in a safe and usable condition.
The service level standard will be applied as per NZS HB
8630:2004 category.
Litter bins to be emptied on demand dependent on
usage/season.
Cleaning shall be undertaken minimum once a week, or
as use requires.

Premier Parks

Premier Parks are referred to, and further described, in the NZRA Parks Categories
2011 as Public Gardens.
4.6.1

Description

Premier Parks are recognised as parks of particular significance to the district. This
may be due to a variety of reasons including;
•
Prominent location
•
Level of usage
•
A significant tourism destination
•
Particular unique feature or character
•
Historic or cultural values
•
Significant landscape area
Due to the wide range of parks that may be included as a Premier Park, their
purpose and nature can vary significantly. As a result, their level of development will
vary, but generally most Premier Parks will be developed to a high standard and
cater for a high level of use.
A Premier Park will typically be maintained to a high standard and provide some or
all of the following features: quality toilets, regional scale playground, well-maintained
amenity planting, paths, lighting, family picnic facilities (barbecue, picnic tables etc.)
and developed car parking facilities.
The visitor impact on this type of park will be significant. These parks are likely to
receive the majority of seasonal use from visitors and they are to be designed with
this in mind.
Premier Parks will receive the highest level of protection and are likely to receive the
greatest resource input overall to achieve high standards of development and
maintenance to meet high user demands.
Premier Parks are intended to meet the needs of both residents within the district and
also visitors to the district. Premier Parks will generally be developed and maintained
to a high standard with intensive development of facilities to attract and cater for a
high level of usage.
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Matamata-Piako District Council has four Premier Parks; Te Aroha Domain, Howie
Park (Morrinsville), Hetana Street Reserve (Matamata) and Firth Tower Reserve
(Matamata).

Firth Tower Reserve
4.6.2

Provision

Minimum provision is dependant on the particular purpose of the park, but they are
likely to be of a comparatively large size and provide for onsite car parking, toilet
facility development and major playground development. For future planning
purposes a minimum parcel of land of three hectares will be used.
While the land does not need to be flat in total, it does need to be easily accessible
and incorporate areas of flat land for informal recreation and picnic activities.
Premier Parks are best provided in central locations that are easily accessible or
where a natural point of congregation will occur or where there is a natural feature
that will attract users to the park if developed.
4.6.3

Development Standards

Facilities and amenities provided to a high standard as appropriate to its purpose,
which clearly identifies that these parks are of a “special” high value.
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Services and Facilities Development Standard
Transport provision
Developed off-street car parking where possible, with hard
paving.
Toilets
High quality toilets to be provided on site
Tracks and paths

Furniture & structures

Developed dual use (min 2.5 m width) pathways on main
routes.
Main routes to be hard paved or fine metal surface used
appropriate to the nature of the park and level of use.
High quality furniture, fencing, lighting and structures
provided.
Seats, bins, tables, lights etc. to be of a consistent brand
/style. Use of specifically themed or quality furniture &
structures above that normally used in other parks to be
used where possible.
Unless park is closed at night, pedestrian standard lighting
provided along main routes.

Visitor information

Tree planting

Gardens
Play equipment

Water features

Buildings

May include statues and sculptures.
Comprehensive signage to be provided that includes as
appropriate:
Interpretation panels describing history and special
Map of the park
Guided trail(s)
Information and control signage at all entrances
Directional signage at path junctions
Educational information and plant labels
Extensive general and specimen trees as appropriate to
the site and location to create a sheltered and protected
environment and to add interest and colour.
High quality gardens will be developed that may include
mixed shrubs, roses, perennials or annuals as appropriate.
Depending on the purpose and use of the park,
development of high quality playground will be undertaken
to standard above that normally provided at
Neighbourhood Parks.
Play equipment suitable for pre-school, junior and senior
children’s play may be provided.
Depending on the nature or topography of the park
opportunities for the development of water features such
as lakes, ponds, streams or fountains may be included.
Cafes/ restaurants and visitor centres may be provided.
Maintenance buildings, aviaries and small zoological
displays may also be provided.
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4.6.4

Service Delivery Standards

Services operated and maintained to a high standard as appropriate to its purpose
which clearly identifies that these parks are of a “special” high value.
Services
Grass maintenance
Horticulture
Arboriculture

Weed control
Furniture & structure
maintenance

Maintenance Standard
Highest quality grass mowing standard for high use and
garden areas.
Highest quality garden maintenance standard for
garden areas.
Trees inspected at least every 6 months, and
maintained as and when required, and as budget
allows.
Highest quality weed control standard applied to
achieve a “weed free” environment.
Structure maintenance will be focused on maintaining
good structural condition and a tidy appearance.
Bi-Monthly inspection and non-urgent repairs within 1
week.

Play equipment

Re-painting to be undertaken at least two yearly.
Maintenance as per NZS 5828:2004
Litter bins to be emptied before overflowing (minimum
once per week).

Litter

Hard Surfaces
Toilet Cleaning

4.7
4.7.1

Play equipment to be inspected fortnightly for any
safety or maintenance.

Loose litter inspections/collection in beautification areas
and open space areas at least once every two weeks.
Shall be kept free of litter and detritus
Cleaning shall be undertaken minimum once a week, or
as use requires.

Sports and Recreation Parks
Description

A Sports and Recreation Park is a park that is primarily designed for and used for
active sport and recreation within one geographic area, and primarily of a traditional
team nature. The Sports and Recreation Park may also provide for a range of
community activities and facilities.
The Sports and Recreation Park is likely to have formally maintained sports turf for a
mixture of winter and/or summer sport. The sports turf areas are maintained to an
appropriate standard for the sports code use. Alternatively the Sports and Recreation
Park may accommodate hard courts or other built recreation facilities.
Toilets, changing facilities and car parking are likely to be available and some Sports
and Recreation Parks may have resident sports club facilities. Clubs may have
constructed floodlights to enable evening training/play.
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The impact of users will not usually be as significant as for Premier Parks, but there
will be some high usage at peak times as these parks are designed for local team
sports.
Examples include Boyd Park (Te Aroha), Matamata Domain and the Morrinsville
Recreation Ground.

Morrinsville Recreation Ground
4.7.2

Provision

Sports and Recreation Parks are predominantly located in urban centres throughout
the Matamata-Piako District. This centralisation allows for the development of quality
facilities to meet the major/specialist sports needs.
Sports and Recreation Parks should be of a size that accommodates at least three
full size winter fields (approximate dimension 130 x 80 metres each equal to
approximately one hectare per winter field) and also provide suitable land for onsite
car parking, facility development and an off-field training ground.
Usable flat land to meet the above requirement will equate to a minimum parcel of
land of five hectares and up to 20 hectares to cater for multi use activities. The
relatively large areas of land for future active parks will, if demand requires, enable
the land to accommodate a number of sports and provide an opportunity for major
sports to be centralised should the need/desire arise.
Local community based Sports and Recreation Parks are best located centrally, with
good access and visibility. This enhances their value to be used for a variety of
purposes and may serve passive recreation needs in addition to their active sports
function.
4.7.3

Development Standards

Development requirements for Sports and Recreation Parks are primarily driven by
the needs of the particular sports and recreation activities planned for the park,
together with enhancing the amenity of the area through tree planting and allowing
for casual use.
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Services and Facilities Development Standard
Transport provision
Developed off street car parking where possible, with hard
paving. Size of carpark will be dependent on site usage.
Toilets
Standard quality toilets to be provided on site - either
standalone or as part of clubrooms. May only be accessible
during times of sports play.
Tracks and paths
Tracks and paths will not generally be required unless the
park is providing a linkage route
Furniture & structures Standard quality furniture, fencing and structures provided.

Visitor information
Tree planting

Gardens
Play equipment
Drainage & irrigation

4.7.4

Lighting may be provided around carpark/clubroom areas.
Floodlighting of sports fields permitted.
Standard name and control signage
Opportunities to establish specimen trees as appropriate to
the site and location will be maximised. Typically these will
be on the boundary to create a sense of enclosure and
shelter and to minimise impact on the area’s use for sports
fields
Little or no garden development
Playground not generally provided unless the park also
provides dual neighbourhood use function.
Field drainage and irrigation will be provided on the premier
sports turf fields where conditions require this.

Service Delivery Standards

The primary focus or sports fields maintenance is grass mowing and turf quality.
Services
Grass mowing

Turf management

Arboriculture
Vegetation control

Furniture & structure
maintenance

Play equipment

Maintenance Standard
High quality grass mowing standard to meet the usage
needs of the particular sports codes on playing surfaces.
Standard quality mowing for surrounds and general use
areas.
Regular turf renovation programmes undertaken,
including mechanical aeration, fertiliser, weed control,
under-sowing and topdressing as required for the level of
usage and turf condition.
Trees inspected at least every 6 months, and maintained
as and when required, and as budget allows.
Standard weed control standard for fence-lines,
structures and carparks to maintain a tidy appearance
consistent with grass standard.
Structure maintenance will be focused on maintaining
good structural condition and a tidy appearance.
Bi-Monthly inspection and non-urgent repairs within 1
week.
Play equipment to be inspected fortnightly for any safety
or maintenance.
Re-painting to be undertaken at least two yearly.
Maintenance as per NZS 5828:2004
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Litter

Litter bins to be emptied before overflowing (minimum
once per week).

Hard Surfaces
Toilet Cleaning

4.8

Loose litter inspections/collection in beautification areas
and open space areas at least once every two weeks.
Shall be kept free of litter and detritus
Cleaning shall be undertaken minimum once a week, or
as use requires.

Special Purpose Parks

Special Purpose Reserves are not specifically described in the Parks Categories and
Levels of Service document. Special purpose parks can include Civic Space,
Memorials, Cultural Heritage, cemeteries and golf courses among other things.
There is no recommended level of provision of service delivery or benchmark for
provision per capita. Although they still contribute to the value of the total parks
network, Special Purpose Parks have not been included in the calculations for this
Strategy. A list of Special Purpose Parks is included within Appendix A and B.
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5 Current Provision Analysis by Park Category

5.1

Overall District Park provision

Matamata-Piako District Council’s provision of park land is 519.13 hectares. This
equates to a provision of 16.18 hectares per 1,000 residents. The average in New
Zealand is 21.44 hectares. The following table shows the parkland provision of five
similar sized districts, confirming that our District’s park provision is similar to that of
our neighbours.

District
Waipa District
Western Bay of Plenty
Whakatane District
Matamata-Piako District
South Waikato District
Masterton District
Hauraki District
Average

Maintained parkland
Natural parkland
(ha per 1,000 residents) (ha per 1,000 residents)
7.36
7.27
5.32
7.27
7.21
4.54
5.23
6.31

65.27
42.06
25.07
8.851
3.72
4.35
15.12
23.50

Because some organisations have very large areas of Natural Parks, this can greatly
skew results on averages of total parks provided. A more accurate assessment can
be done by splitting parks into those that are actively maintained, and those that are
natural. The 2011 Yardstick survey identified that the average provision of
maintained park land was 8.54 ha/1,000 residents, and the average for “natural”
areas were 13.52 ha/1,000 residents.
5.2
5.2.1

Park provision by park category
Amenity Park Provision

Matamata-Piako District Council owns and administers a total of 18.64 hectares of
Amenity Parks, which equates to 0.53 ha/1000 residents district wide. Of this 6.59 ha
is currently leased out, and provides a landbank for future growth and development.
Other areas such as Broadway in Matamata, and landscaped areas surrounding area
offices and libraries also functions as Amenity Parks to the community.
No national or demographic group comparison is available for this park category (see
Linkage Parks below).

This does not include privately owned parks e.g. Bedford Park (Matamata) and Campbell
Park (Morrinsville), schools, marae or parks owned by other organisations such as Fish and
Game, and Department of Conservation.
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5.2.2

Linkage Park Provision

Matamata-Piako District Council owns and administers a total of 96.70 hectares of
Linkage Parks, which equates to 3.01 ha/1000 residents district wide. Of this 4.23 ha
are currently leased out, and provides a landbank for future growth and development.
The recommended level of provision for Linkage Parks is 3.01 ha/1000 residents.
No national or demographic group comparison is available for this park category.
In the 2012 Yardstick (and in the NZRA Parks Categories 2011) Amenity Parks and
Linkage Parks are combined to form the Recreation and Linkage Parks Category.
The average provision of this category in Yardstick in 2012 was 76 hectares, or 2.81
hectares per 1,000 residents. This compares to Matamata-Piako District’s combined
Amenity/Linkage Park total of 115.34 hectares, or 3.59 hectares per 1,000 residents.
5.2.3

Natural Park Provision

Matamata-Piako District Council owns and administers a total of 108.53 hectares of
Natural Parks, which equates to 3.38 ha/1,000 residents district wide. Of this 11.18ha
of Natural Parks is currently leased out, and provides a landbank for future growth
and development. The recommended level of provision for Natural Parks is
1.1 ha/1,000 residents.
It is also worth noting that large areas of Boyd Park (Te Aroha) and Te Aroha Domain
are unmaintained natural park land. Boyd Park is included in Sport and Recreation
Parks and Te Aroha Domain is included in Premier Parks, as this is their primary
function.
In addition to the Natural Parks provided by Matamata-Piako District Council, the
district’s residents and visitors have good access to vast areas of Natural Parks
along the Kaimai Ranges, which is administered by the Department of Conservation.
5.2.4

Neighbourhood Park Provision

Matamata-Piako District Council owns and administers a total of 7.67 hectares of
Neighbourhood Parks, which equates to 0.24 ha/1,000 residents district wide. Of this
1.23 ha of Neighbourhood Parks is currently leased out, and provides a landbank for
future growth and development. The recommended level of provision for
Neighbourhood Parks is 0.28 ha/1,000 residents.
The NZRA Parks Categories 2011 identifies that common provision of
Neighbourhood Parks is between 1.0 to 1.8 hectares per 1,000 residents. The 2012
Yardstick average provision is 1.28 hectares per 1,000 residents.
Whilst Matamata-Piako District has a low provision of Neighbourhood Parks, other
park types also provide the necessary space for neighbourhood use, such as
children’s playgrounds and areas for picnics. Figures 6A, 6B and 6C illustrate the
distribution of all parks across the three main towns. As you will see, although there
may not be a neighbourhood park nearby, Sport and Recreation Park such as
Matamata Domain, Wiseley Reserve (Morrinsville) and Boyd Park (Te Aroha), and
Premier Parks like Te Aroha Domain and Howie Park (Morrinsville) all provide for
children’s play areas and picnicking, and serves the functions of neighbourhood
parks as well as their primary purpose.
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Other providers, such as local schools also provide for areas for playgrounds and
open space, and may in some areas serve as a neighbourhood park.
However, there is a lack of two suitable parks in Matamata – one near Matipo
St/Kahikatea Crescent, the other in Kaimai Dr area (See Section 6.2.3.)
5.2.5

Outdoor Adventure Park Provision

Matamata-Piako District Council owns and administers a total of 175.62 hectares of
Outdoor Adventure Parks, which equates to 5.47 ha/1,000 residents district wide. Of
this 37.83ha of Outdoor Adventure Parks is currently leased out, and provides a
landbank for future growth and development. The recommended level of provision for
Outdoor Adventure Parks is 5.76 ha/1,000 residents.
Yardstick 2012 has identified that there is considerable variability from one
organisation to another for the provision of Outdoor Adventure Parks. The average
provision is 330 hectares, or 8.86 hectares per 1,000 residents. Western Bay of
Plenty Council has a very large provision of Outdoor Adventure Park provision which
distorts the average figure. Using the median instead reduces the per capita
provision to 5.70 hectares, which is similar to Matamata-Piako District’s provision.
5.2.6

Premier Park Provision

Matamata-Piako District Council owns and administers a total of 13.84 hectares of
Premier Parks, which equates to 0.43 ha/1,000 residents district wide. The
recommended level of provision is 0.45 ha/1,000 residents.
The NZRA Parks Categories 2011 references that the common Yardstick benchmark
range is 0.1 to 0.2 hectares per 1,000 residents. The average 2012 Yardstick figure
for Public Gardens (Premier Parks) is 24 hectares, or 0.46 hectares per 1,000
residents, which is similar to Matamata-Piako District’s provision.
5.2.7

Sports and Recreation Park Provision

Matamata-Piako District Council owns and administers a total of 98.13 hectares of
Sport and Recreation Parks, which equates to 3.06 ha/1,000 residents district wide.
The recommended level of provision is 2.66 ha/1,000 residents.
The NZRA Parks Categories 2011 identifies that common provision of Sports and
Recreation Parks is between 1.5 to 3.0 hectares per 1,000 residents. The average
2012 Yardstick figure for Sports and Recreation Park provision is 155 hectares, or
2.60 hectares per 1,000 residents, which is similar to Matamata-Piako District’s
provision.
A further 13.83 hectares of Sport and Recreation park land is being provided by
private organisations at Bedford and Campbell Parks (Matamata and Morrinsville,
respectively), which equates to 0.45 ha/1,000 residents. These areas are not
included in the above calculation. Local schools and colleges also provide substantial
playing fields for a variety of sports, and in some areas serves as Sport and
Recreation Park. This is particularly true in some of the smaller townships, such as
Waharoa and Te Poi.
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5.3

District summary of provision by park category

Based on the population data for 2013, the following table shows a summary of
Parks and Open Spaces provision by Park Category. Overall, Matamata-Piako
District Council has a good provision of park land across the District.
Park Category

Amenity
Linkage
Natural
Neighbourhood
Outdoor Adventure
Premier Parks
Sport and Recreation
Total

Matamata-Piako
District Provision
(ha)
18.64
96.70
108.53
7.67
175.62
13.84
98.13
519.13

Matamata-Piako District
Provision
(ha/1000 residents)
0.59
3.01
3.38
0.24
5.47
0.43
3.06
16.18

The following pie chart shows the proportions of park types that make up the district’s
park network.
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6 Current Provision Analysis by township

6.1

Population by Township

The following table summarises the projected distribution of the district’s usually
resident population for the main townships in the district.

Town
Matamata
Morrinsville
Te Aroha

Increase
Estimates2 Projections Projections Projections Projections
20132013
2018
2023
2028
2033
2033
7,060
7,307
7,565
7,831
6,821
14.81%
7,066
24.78%
7,467
7,892
8,341
8,817
4,222
4,311
4,403
4,048
8.77%
4,133

The following sections analyse provision for each of these urban township areas
based on the 2013 estimated population data.
Rural provision has been included in the overall district analysis given in sections 5.2
and 5.3 above. It has not been further analysed below due to difficulties in
determining accurate catchment areas.
6.2

Matamata

Matamata’s provision of park land (6.19 ha/1,000 residents) is lower than the national
average (21.44 ha per 1,000 residents), and that of the average for Matamata-Piako
District (16.18 ha/1,000 residents). This is mainly due to the lack of Natural and
Outdoor Adventure Parks within the town.

Park Category
Amenity
Linkage
Natural
Neighbourhood
Outdoor Adventure
Premier
Sport and Recreation
Total

Total area
(ha)
1.68
15.01
3.24
3.69
18.58
42.2
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Provision
(ha per 1,000 residents)
0.25
2.20
0.48
0.54
2.72
6.19

6.2.1

Amenity Parks

Matamata has a total provision of Amenity Parks of 0.25 hectares per 1,000
residents. The recommended level of provision of Amenity Parks is 0.53 ha/1000
residents.
Other areas may also serve as Amenity Parks, such as the streetscape within
Matamata CBD, with the picnic areas along the Broadway centre island and the
Peterson Fountain outside Matamata Memorial Hall.
Acting in some cases as Neighbourhood Parks, Amenity Parks can serve an
important function as play space and picnic areas in the township e.g. Founders
Park.
6.2.2

Linkage Parks

Matamata has a total provision of Linkage Parks of 2.2 ha/1,000 residents. This
should be increased to approximately 3.95 ha/1,000 residents or approximately an
extra 11 hectares of Linkage Park land to meet the recommended level of service.
Ideally Council should look to acquire additional Linkage Park land to support the
establishment of a Matamata Inner and Outer walkway circuit. There may also be
opportunities to establish further Linkage Parks within what is known as Precinct F.
Section 7 will provide further analysis of future requirements for Linkage Parks in
Matamata.
Other areas may also serve the purpose of Linkage Parks. These areas include the
Tower Road walkway and Peria Road walkway.

6.2.3

Neighbourhood Parks

There are five Neighbourhood Parks in Matamata with a provision of 0.48 ha/1,000
residents. This is a higher provision than the recommended provision of 0.28 ha/1000
residents.
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However, there appears to be two areas of Matamata which are not well provided for,
and which are separated from the rest of the township by relatively busy roads which
form a barrier for access by younger children. These areas include the houses
around Kaimai Drive and Matipo Street. Assuming that two 5,000 m2 parks were
acquired, this would increase the provision of Neighbourhood Parks in Matamata to
0.62 ha per 1,000 residents.
Playgrounds are reasonably well distributed across the town, with most urban
residential properties being within approximately 800 m of a playground. In addition
to the parks playgrounds, some of the local schools also provide children’s play
areas available to the general public outside school hours. Figure 6A illustrates the
distribution of playgrounds across Matamata, including both Council owned
playgrounds and schools.

6.2.4

Premier Parks

There are two Premier Parks in Matamata, Firth Tower and Hetana Street Reserve,
with a provision of 0.54 ha/1,000 residents.
There is no need at this stage to acquire new, or expand existing, Premier Parks in
Matamata.
6.2.5

Sports and Recreation Parks

Matamata has three Sports and Recreation Parks, providing 18.58 hectares of land,
or 2.72 ha/1,000 residents. This provision is slightly higher than the Yardstick
national average (2.34 ha/1,000 residents).
However, it should be noted that Swap Park, at 7.77 hectares, while being classified
as a Sport and Recreation Park, is land banked for this purpose and is currently
being maintained as an Amenity Park.
In addition to Council’s Sport and Recreation land, the Matamata-Piako District
Council has an agreement for public use of Bedford Park (4.81 ha), which provides
additional 0.76 ha/1,000 residents.
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6.3

Morrinsville

Park Category
Amenity
Linkage
Natural
Neighbourhood
Outdoor Adventure
Premier
Sport and Recreation
Total

Total Area
(ha)
0.40
19.50
3.30
37.83
2.06
23.95
87.04

Provision
(ha per 1,000 residents)
0.06
2.76
0.47
5.35
0.29
3.39
12.32

Morrinsville’s provision of park land (12.32 hectares per 1,000 residents) is lower
than the national average (21.44 hectares per 1,000 residents), and that of the
average for Matamata-Piako District (16.18 ha/1,000 residents).
6.3.1

Amenity Parks

Morrinsville has a total provision of Amenity Parks of 0.06 hectares per 1,000
residents. Other areas may also serve as Amenity Parks, such as the gardens by
Morrinsville Area Office and Library.
6.3.2

Linkage Parks

Morrinsville has a total provision of Linkage Parks of 2.76 ha/1,000 residents. This
should be increased to approximately 3.01 ha/1,000 residents to meet the
recommended level of service of Linkage Park land. Areas to investigate for future
Linkage Parks include the areas between Morrinsville River Walk, Holmwood Park
and Parkwood to complete a loop walking track around town.
Section 7 will provide further analysis of future requirements for Linkage Parks in
Morrinsville.
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6.3.3

Neighbourhood Parks

There are seven Neighbourhood Parks in Morrinsville with a provision of
0.47 ha/1,000 residents. This is a higher provision than the recommended provision
of 0.25 ha/1,000 residents.
There is however an area of Morrinsville near Bank/Coronation Street where there
are no nearby parks. However, this area is well provided for if the surrounding
schools are taken into account. Should any of the local schools be disposed of,
consideration should be given to acquiring part of the site for a Neighbourhood Park
(3,000 to 5,000 m2). Otherwise there are sufficient Neighbourhood Parks or surrogate
parks located in Morrinsville.
An analysis of playground distribution in Morrinsville shows that most areas are
catered for. The only area which could be considered for siting of a playground would
be at Holmwood Park, with some of the adjacent residential properties falling outside
an 800 m radius of a playground – the closest playgrounds are located at Lindale
Reserve and Howie Park.
6.3.4

Premier Parks

There is one Premier Park in Morrinsville, Howie Park, with a provision of
0.29 ha/1,000 residents.
There is no need at this stage to acquire new, or expand existing, Premier Parks in
Morrinsville.
6.3.5

Sports and Recreation Parks

Morrinsville has two Sports and Recreation Parks, providing 23.95 hectares of land,
or 3.89 ha/1,000 residents. This provision is considerably higher than the Yardstick
national average (2.34 ha/1,000 residents) and the Matamata-Piako District average
of 3.06 ha/1,000.
However, it should be noted that 9.03 hectares (1.28 ha/1,000 residents) of the
Morrinsville Recreation Ground is used for Polo, a sport normally not provided for by
local councils.
In addition to Council’s Sport and Recreation land, the Matamata-Piako District
Council has an agreement for public use of Campbell Park (5.95 ha), which provides
additional 0.84 ha/1,000 residents.
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6.4

Te Aroha

Te Aroha’s provision of parks and open space (36.70 ha/1,000 residentis) is
substantially higher than the national average (21.44 hectares per 1,000 residents) ,
and that of the average for Matamata-Piako District (21.78 ha/1,000 residents). This
is mainly made up of Tui Park, which covers an area of 93.44 hectares
(23.08 ha/1,000 residents). The majority of Tui Park is covered by natural bush, and
the remaining 16.76 hectares are licensed for grazing purposes. Excluding the
unmaintained natural areas of Tui Park, the total provision of maintained park land in
Te Aroha is 13.62 ha/1,000 residents.
Park Category
Amenity
Linkage
Natural
Neighbourhood
Outdoor Adventure
Premier
Sport and Recreation
Total

6.4.1

Total Area
(ha)
2.16
1.62
102.02
0.95
8.09
33.75
148.59

Provision
(ha per 1,000 residents)
0.53
0.40
25.20
0.23
2.00
8.34
36.70

Amenity Parks

Te Aroha has a total provision of Amenity Parks of 0.53 hectares per 1,000 residents.
Other areas may also serve as Amenity Parks, such as the streetscape along
Whitaker Street and the War Memorial at the top of Kenrick Street.
6.4.2

Linkage Parks

Te Aroha has a relatively low provision of Linkage Parks, with a total provision of
0.40 ha/1,000 residents. However, other parks also serve as linkages, such as Te
Aroha Boat Ramp Reserve across the old Railway bridge and through Howarth
Memorial Wetlands (partially owned by Fish and Game) and the Tui Domain Track
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from Te Aroha Domain to Hamilton Street and Tui Road. The Hauraki Rail Trail also
provides good linkage from CBD out to Tui Pa Road and beyond.
Council should be looking to acquire additional Linkage Park land to support the
establishment of a Te Aroha walkway circuit. This could potentially be linked in with
the Hauraki Rail Trail Cycleway, which currently finishes at the old Railway Station at
Burgess Street. Other areas that could be used for Linkage Parks includes some of
the paper roads along the Waihou River.
6.4.3

Natural Parks

The Aroha has a relatively high provision of Natural Parks, with a provision of 102.02
hectares or 25.20 ha/1,000 residents. Tui Park makes up most of this land with 93.44
hectares of natural bush land.
In addition, Fish and Game manages 10.18 hectares of natural wetland as part of the
Howarth Memorial Wetland. Department of Conservation also manages large areas
of natural bush along the Kaimai Ranges, which provides popular walking tracks for
residents and visitors to Te Aroha.
6.4.4

Neighbourhood Parks

There are six Neighbourhood Parks in Te Aroha with a provision of 0.24 ha/1,000
residents. This is close to the recommended provision of 0.25 ha/1000 residents.
While most of these sites are relatively small, there are larger surrogate parks nearby
to cater for activities such as informal ball play, kite flying etc.
All areas of the Te Aroha residential zone have access to a playground within 800
meters.
6.4.5

Premier Parks

There is one Premier Park in Te Aroha, Te Aroha Domain, with a provision of
2.00 ha/1,000 residents.
There is no need at this stage to acquire new, or expand existing, Premier Parks in
Te Aroha.
6.4.6

Sports and Recreation Parks

Te Aroha has two Sports and Recreation Parks, providing 33.75 hectares of land, or
8.34 ha/1,000 residents. This provision is slightly higher than the Yardstick national
average (2.34 ha/1,000 residents) and the Matamata-Piako District average of
3.06 ha/1,000 residents.
It should be noted that 17.15 hectares of Boyd Park is natural wetlands, while only 2
hectares of Herries Memorial Park is currently used for sport. The remainder is
relatively undeveloped and is a flood prone area . The provision of Sport and
Recreation Park land in Te Aroha with these areas taken out is 3.14 ha/1,000
residents.
There is no need to acquire additional Sport and Recreation land within Te Aroha in
the next 20 years.
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6.5

Summary of Provision by Township

Total hectares:
Park Category
Amenity
Linkage
Natural
Neighbourhood
Outdoor Adventure
Premier
Sport and Recreation
Total

Matamata
1.68
15.01
3.24
3.69
18.58
42.20

Morrinsville
0.40
19.50
3.30
37.83
2.06
23.95
87.04

Te Aroha
2.16
1.62
102.02
0.95
8.09
33.75
148.59

Matamata
0.25
2.20
0.48
0.54
2.72
6.19

Morrinsville
0.06
2.76
0.47
5.35
0.29
3.39
12.32

Te Aroha
0.53
0.40
25.20
0.23
2.00
8.34
36.71

Hectares per 1,000 residents:
Park Category
Amenity
Linkage
Natural
Neighbourhood
Outdoor Adventure
Premier
Sport and Recreation
Total
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7 Future demand and provision
7.1

Future Park provision

Matamata-Piako District Council’s park provision is 16.18 hectares per 1,000
residents in 2013. This provision is slightly lower than the national average of
21.44 ha/1,000 residents, but higher than the New Zealand median provision of
15.70 hectares of park land per 1,000 residents .
Looking at the population projections for the next 20 years (Section 3.5), if Council
maintain the current parks portfolio, by 2033 parks provision per 1,000 residents will
drop to 14.75 hectares. Compared to other local councils of similar size and
population base, Matamata-Piako District Council should aim to maintain a total
parks provision of at least 15.03 ha/1,000 residents.
As some of Matamata-Piako District’s current parks portfolio is leased out, excluding
public use of the land, it is recommended that Council review what land should be
leased out, and what land areas should be developed for Parks and Open Spaces
available to the general public to use.
The recommendations for park provision per category is based on a combination of
Matamata-Piako District’s current level of provision, taking into account average
levels of provision nationally and for other Councils of a similar size, the relative
proximity of Natural Parks provided by DOC in the district, the open spaces values
provided by areas of streetscapes and walkways as identified in this Strategy, and
the expected changes in the district demographics.

Park Category

Amenity
Linkage
Natural
Neighbourhood
Outdoor
Adventure
Premier
Sport and
Recreation
Total
7.1.1

18.64
96.70
108.53
7.67

Additional
Recommended
ha/1,000 ha/1,000
park land
provision
residents residents
required
(ha/1,000
2013
2033
by 2033
residents)
(ha)
0.59
0.53
0.53
3.01
2.75
3.00
8.90
3.38
3.08
3.08
0.24
0.22
0.25
1.13

175.62

5.47

4.99

4.99

-

13.84

0.43
3.06

0.39

0.39

-

2.79

2.79

-

16.18

14.75

15.03

10.03

Total
Park
land
(ha)

98.13
519.13

Amenity Parks

The current provision of Amenity Parks is 18.64 hectares. This equates to 0.58
hectares per 1,000 residents. By 2033 the provision per 1,000 residents for Amenity
Parks will drop to 0.53 hectares. It is recommended that Council maintains this level
of provision, and look to develop, as demand requires, Amenity Parks currently
leased out for public use.
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7.1.2

Linkage Parks

The current provision of Linkage Parks is 96.70 hectares, with approximately a third
of this land area comprised of esplanade reserves in rural areas. The provision of
Linkage Parks equates to 3.01 ha/1,000 residents. By 2033 this provision will drop to
2.75 ha/1,000 residents. It is recommended that Council attain and maintain a total of
3.00 hectares of Linkage Parks per 1,000 residents. This means that Council needs
to acquire an additional 8.90 hectares of Linkage Parks.
As discussed in Section 5.2.2, additional Linkage Parks should be acquired in
strategic locations in the urban areas of Matamata, Morrinsville and Te Aroha so as
to link existing parks together, and where possible, to create integrated walking and
cycling links using the town’s parks network.
Areas identified for potential future Linkage Parks include the Proposed Matamata
Inner Walkway, Precinct F, Morrinsville River Walk and connecting routes in Te
Aroha between existing Parks and Open Spaces.
7.1.3

Natural Parks

Te Aroha has a good provision of Council owned Natural Park. The District’s total
provision of Natural Parks is 108.53 hectares, which by 2033 will equate to
3.08 ha/1,000 residents. In addition, Department of Conservation provides vast areas
of Natural Parks along the Kaimai Ranges.
No additional Natural Park land is required for the District.
7.1.4

Neighbourhood parks

At 7.67 hectares, by 2033 Matamata-Piako District Council’s provision of
Neighbourhood Parks will equate to 0.22 ha/1,000 residents. This is relatively low
compared to many other districts.
The low provision is largely offset by a good provision of Sports and Recreation
Parks which also provide for childrens’ play areas and picnicking.
As identified in Section 6.2.3, there are two areas of Matamata which are not
currently provided for. It is recommended that additional Neighbourhood Park land be
acquired in the areas by Matipo Street and Kaimai Drive.
7.1.5

Outdoor Adventure Parks

Te current provision of Outdoor Adventure Parks is 175.62 hectares. This equates to
5.47 ha/1,000 residents, and by 2033 this will drop to 4.99 ha/1,000 residents.
In addition to parks classified as Outdoor Adventure Parks, there are also Mountain
biking tracks along the Kaimai Ranges, running through both Council owned and
Department of Conservation land.
No additional Outdoor Adventure Park land is required at this stage.
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7.1.6

Premier Parks

The current provision of 0.43 ha/1,000 residents will drop to 0.39 ha/1,000 residents
by 2033. The provision of Premier Parks should keep pace with the overall district
growth. Acquisition of new Premier Park land should first occur adjacent to the
existing Premier Parks, or secondly at some other urban area in Matamata,
Morrinsville or Te Aroha.
There is no immediate requirement for additional Premier Park land.
7.1.7

Sports and Recreation Parks

The amount of land currently classed for active sports is a total of 98.13 hectares,
although some of this land lies in the flood zone along Waihou River in Te Aroha. In
addition there are two private sports field within the District, which is available for
public use.
No further land is required for Sports and Recreation Parks at this moment.
7.2
7.2.1

Network design
Urban Park Distribution

While the total provision of parks within a community provides an indicator of the
adequacy or otherwise of recreational open space for a given population, an equally
important factor is the distribution of particular types of parks across the urban
environment.
Well balanced provision of the different types of park land throughout the urban
environment is critical to ensuring people have good access to a variety of
recreational experiences.
Good distribution of parks is also critical in enhancing the landscape values of an
urban area. The distribution of parks of varying size and style and the linking of these
with corridors of green space provides an attractive environment and a greater sense
of “liveability”.
Distribution of future parks will be based on the following guidelines:
•

•

•

Amenity Parks will be provided to create pedestrian/cycle linkages and
landscape corridors between all the other parks. Where natural topographical
features occur, such as waterway or drainage routes, then these are likely to
be utilised. However, it is important that these linkages are provided even
where these natural opportunities are not present. Amenity Parks established
for beautification purposes shall be located in high profile, high traffic (vehicle
and pedestrian) sites where maximum exposure and benefit can be obtained.
Linkage Parks will be provided where opportunity exists to acquire land
adjacent to waterways, and where linkages between parks are able to be
created, particularly where a network of walkways/cycleways can be
developed to provide recreational opportunities in urban areas.
Natural Parks will be provided where native ecosystems already exist, and
especially where these areas are within or adjacent to urban areas.
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•

Neighbourhood Parks will be located as “satellites”, designed to provide an
area of open green play space within easy walking of any urban home.
Outdoor Adventure Parks will be located at the edges of urban areas, or most
likely some distance from urban areas, so that a wide range of recreational
activities can be undertaken without directly impacting negatively on
residential properties.
Special Purpose Sites will have their location determined by their special
purpose – e.g. forestry areas will be in a rural environment, community halls
will be located in central areas of each of the district’s communities etc.
Premier Parks are icon destinations that should be readily accessible and will
be provided at focal and central locations or where specific natural features
are present.
Sports and Recreation Park provision is based on two categories. These are
district and local. District Sports and Recreation Parks will continue to be
based centrally in Matamata/Morrinsville/Te Aroha within easy reach of the
majority of the population, which enables specialist high quality facilities to be
provided, and avoids duplication. Local Sports and Recreation Parks will be
distributed throughout individual communities to provide local access to sports
activity such as club practice areas, junior sports and smaller scale sports
facilities such as tennis and bowls.

•

•

•

•

7.3

Land Acquisition and disposal guidelines

The provision statements in this strategy (Section 4 above) define the general
characteristics of different park types in the parks network. When considering
acquisition of park land the following steps should be taken in the decision making
process.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Determine the likely use of the land under consideration, and categorise it
using the categories in this strategy.
Determine if the strategy indicates if the provision of this category of park land
is to be increased, and if it is in the required location for that category type.
Using the provision statements, determine if the land in question meets the
size and characteristics for the particular park category.
The decision making process for disposal is similar.
Determine if the park is serving its intended purpose for the category it is in.
Determine if the park is in the right location for the category it is in.
Determine if the park is duplicating the purpose and values of nearby parks.
Using the provision statements, determine if the park in question meets the
size and characteristics for the particular park category that it is in.
Are there special intrinsic or unique values or features within the park that
should be protected for public good e.g. historical, cultural or natural
attributes.
In general, caution should be exercised when considering disposal of park
land, especially if it is located within urban areas as it is very difficult, and
often expensive, to acquire new land if the population grows or demands
change sometime in the future. Peri-urban and rural land is far easier to
replace in the future through the taking of land during subdivision planning
and development.

Note that land derived from the Crown but owned/managed by Council, whilst it can
be disposed of by Council, must have half of the proceeds returned to the Crown.
This may still be worthwhile pursing if Council wishes to reduce its operational
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expenditure. Freehold land may be disposed of and all proceeds retained without this
limitation.
7.3.1

Acquisition Recommendations

Should land become available for Council acquisition, it is important that Council
assess each opportunity on its merits using the criteria outlined above. The strategy
has identified (in Section 7 above) that land should be acquired as follows:
•

•
•
•

•

Linkage Parks in Matamata should be increased by approximately 5 hectares,
ideally located to support the establishment of a Matamata inner walkway
circuit.
Two Neighbourhood Parks in Matamata should be acquired near Kaimai
Drive and Matipo Streets (approximate 0.5 hectares each).
Linkage Parks in Morrinsville should be increased by approximately 3
hectares ideally located to extend the Morrinsville River Walkway.
There is an area of Morrinsville near Bank/Coronation Street where there are
no nearby parks. However, this area is well provided for if the surrounding
schools are taken into account. Should any of the local schools be disposed
of, then consideration should be given to acquiring part of the site for a
Neighbourhood Park (3,000 to 5,000m2).
Look to acquire additional Linkage Park land to support the establishment of a
Te Aroha walkway circuit.

These figures are based on practicality and strategic location of potential new parks
within each township. As a minimum, Linkage Parks should be 8-10 m wide to
provide for walking track as well as some vegetation. Where land is acquired along
the river banks, narrower land strips may be considered.
Land can either be acquired through purchase agreements, gifted or in lieu of money
for development contributions.
7.3.2

Disposal Recommendations

It is recommended that Matamata-Piako District Council carefully considers all
aspects of the Parks Network, and follow process outlined in Section 7.3 before
making a decision to dispose of any park and open spaces land.
Although the District’s overall provision is above the recommended 15.03 hectares
per 1,000 residents, it is recommended that Council retain this land base for future
development and to cater for any future population growth.
7.4

Development contributions

Council’s Development Contributions policy, as outlined in Council’s Long Term Plan
Our Commnuity Our Future 2012-22, enables the Council to collect contributions
from developers to fund the cost of extending infrastructure services in anticipation of
growth and to recoup the financial impact of new development on the District’s
existing network. It ensures that the cost of new development is paid for by
developers in a fair and equitable manner, and that the ratepayer is not unreasonably
burdened by such costs.
The quantum of the contributions is arrived at by calculating the contribution of
anticipated development, pro rata to the estimated growth related capital expenditure
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over time. The value of contributions collected is periodically monitored against the
actual growth related costs and adjustments are made when necessary to ensure
that the regime remains equitable.
This Open Spaces Strategy is intended to support a Development Contribution policy
through the identification of a desired level of park land provision resulting from
growth, and to provide guidelines as to the types, purpose and development
standards required for park provision.
Development Contributions may provide a useful funding tool to achieve the
recommendations and standards set in this document. Currently Council does not
collect Development Contributions for new parks. However, should the Council wish
to include parks in this policy in the future, this strategy provide the rationale and
basis for levying Development Contributions.
Council may consider the following park types for the purpose of receiving
development contributions:
•
Linkage Parks
•
Neighbourhood Parks
The total parkland across the above park types equates to 32.53 m2 per resident or
81.32 m2 per Housing Equivalent Unit (HEU) based on 2.5 residents per household.
These figures can be used to develop a policy for Development Contribution in the
form of parkland acquisition.
7.4.1

Parks Improvement

In areas of development where new parks are not required, Development
Contributions may be collected in form of a financial contribution. This income is
marked growth, and any parks improvements carried out with this funding must be
growth related, i.e. extension of a skate park as a result of increased use by the
youth in the area, or additional bike racks throughout town and creation of new
cycling links to cater for the growing tourism as a result of the Hauraki Rail Trail from
Paeroa to Te Aroha.
The development and improvement of park land, including both existing and future
land acquired through contributions, will be carried out in accordance with the
appropriate park category and its associated level of service.
An estimated cost of development of Linkage Parks and Neighbourhood Parks is
identified below. The final cost of park development depends on the status and
zoning of the land pre-development, as well as the extent of the development. A
detailed Business Case and cost estimates should be completed for each new
development.
Park Category
Linkage Park
Neighbourhood Park

Cost per Hectare (excl GST)
$ 150,000 - $ 300,000
$ 200,000 - $ 400,000
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8 Implementation plan
The following actions will be reviewed annually. The strategy vision and objectives
will be reviewed every 5 years. The Open Spaces Strategy will be completely
reviewed every 20 years.
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Objective/Outco
me Sought
Centralised park
land information
database
consistent with
parks categories

Parks budget
structure is
consistent with
parks categories

Parks Asset
Management Plan
is consistent with
parks categories

Rationale

Key Actions

Tasks

Responsibility
Asset Systems
Officer

Priori
ty
High

Resources

To ensure that land
information is able
to be reported at
the park category
level to assist with
future policy and
strategy
development and
review
To ensure that the
levels of service
used in the Open
Spaces Strategy
can be costed

AM land
database review

Review AM land
database and assign
land parcels to the
relevant park
categories used in the
Open Spaces
Strategy

Parks budget
structure review

Establish cost centre
for each park
category, and identify
suitable activity areas
within each category
e.g. grass, furniture,
gardens, trees, toilets,
paving, litter etc.
Review asset
database and assign
assets to parks
categories

Asset Manager
Strategy and
Policy

Med

Existing
staff
resources

Align parks budget
structure with parks
categories and
levels of service by
June 30th 2015

To ensure that
asset information
and asset
strategies can be
reported at a high
level in line with the
parks categories
and levels of
service

Review Parks
Asset
Management
Plan and
reorganise
relevant
sections
following the
parks category
structure

Community
Facilities
Planner

Med

Existing
staff
resources

Align OPEX, CAPEX,
and depreciation
tables so that
summarised financial
information can be
reported in line with

Community
Facilities
Planner

Med

Existing
staff
resources

Parks Asset
Management Plan
is structured to
reflect parks
categories by June
30th 2015
All asset
management
financial tables are
aligned with parks
categories by June
30th 2015
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Existing
staff
resources

Monitoring
Progress
Align AM land
database with
parks categories by
June 30th 2014

Objective/Outco
me Sought

Rationale

Key Actions

Existing reserve
management plans
are bundled so as
to be consistent
with parks
categories

To ensure that
consistent
terminology is used
in all policy and
planning
documentation

Rename and reorganise Active
and Passive
Reserve
Management
Plans

Outdoor Adventure
and Linkage Parks
are covered by a
management plan

Existing Reserve
Management
Plans are up to
date and relevant

All parks in
Matamata-Piako
District are covered
by a management
plan and are
compliant with the
Reserves Act 1977

To ensure that the
information and
policies in
management plans
reflect current
requirements and
community

Tasks
parks categories
Rename Active
Reserve Management
Plan to Sport and
Recreation Parks
Management Plan

Re-organise Passive
Reserve Management
Plan into Amenity,
Natural,
Neighbourhood and
Premier Parks
sections
Develop
Develop management
Linkage Parks
plan in accordance
Management
with Reserves Act
Plan
procedures
Develop
Develop management
Outdoor
plan in accordance
Adventure Parks with Reserves Act
Management
procedures
Plan
Review
Review Te Aroha
management
Domain Reserve
plan information Management Plan
and policies and
consult with
community
Review Sport and
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Responsibility

Priori
ty

Resources

Monitoring
Progress

Community
Facilities
Planner

High

Existing
staff
resources

The Active
Reserves
Management Plan
is updated by June
30th 2015

Community
Facilities
Planner

High

Existing
staff
resources

The Passive
Reserves
Management is rebundled by June
30th 2015

Community
Facilities
Planner/Consultant
Community
Facilities
Planner/Consultant

High

$25,000

Med

$15,000

Develop Linkage
Parks Management
Plan by June 30th
2015
Develop Outdoor
Adventure Parks
Management Plan
by June 30th 2016

Community
Facilities
Planner/Consultant

Med

$10,000

The Te Aroha
Domain Reserves
Management is
reviewed by June
30th 2016

Community

Low

$15,000

The Sport and

Objective/Outco
me Sought

Rationale

Key Actions

expectations

Tasks
Recreation Parks
Management Plan

Review Passive
Reserves
Management Plan

Major parks
activities are
guided by strategic
planning thinking
and processes

To ensure that
provision of major
parks activities are
planned based on
industry best
practice, sound
knowledge of
trends, and capital
development is
programmed
according to
strategic priorities

Develop
Sportsground
Strategy

Review national and
local recreation trends
and sports
participation, review
allocation of
sportsfields,
investigate suitable
methodologies/
technology for
managing use, review
booking systems and
other sports ground
management
processes, identify 20
year capital
programme, review
operating levels of
service, establish
service level
agreements with
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Responsibility
Facilities
Planner/Consultant

Priori
ty

Resources

Monitoring
Progress
Recreation Parks
Management Plan
is reviewed by
June 30th 2019

Community
Facilities
Planner/Consultant

Low

$15,000

The Amenity Parks
Management Plan
is reviewed by
June 30th 2019

Low

$25,000

Develop
Sportsground
Strategy by June
30th 2019

Objective/Outco
me Sought

Rationale

Key Actions

Develop
Playground
Strategy

Develop
Cemeteries
Strategy

Develop Public
Toilets Strategy

Tasks
sports codes
Categorise
playgrounds,
determine key
stakeholders,
undertake playground
user survey, assess
current and future
demographics, assess
risk management,
document playground
design standards,
record playground
management
processes, develop
20 year capital
programme
Assess current and
future demographics,
assess current
cemetery capacity
and determine future
requirements, record
regulatory framework,
document operating
procedures
Develop public toilet
categories, assess
current and future
demographics,
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Responsibility

Priori
ty

Resources

Monitoring
Progress

Community
Facilities
Planner/Consultant

Med

$20,000

Develop
Playground
Strategy by June
30th 2015

Community
Facilities
Planner/Consultant

High

$20,000

Develop Cemetery
Strategy by June
30th 2014

Community
Facilities
Planner/Consultant

Med

$15,000

Develop Public
Toilet Strategy by
June 30th 2016

Objective/Outco
me Sought

District Plan
reflects the content
of the Open
Spaces Strategy

Rationale

The Open Spaces
Strategy is a
specific specialist
study focused on
providing park land
and services based
on best practice
within the parks

Key Actions

Tasks

Responsibility

Priori
ty

Resources

Monitoring
Progress

Review Active
Recreation and
Facility Strategy

document levels of
service, undertake
asset performance
assessment, develop
20 year capital
program
Undertake a review of
the Active Recreation
and Facility

Low

$20,000

Low

$10,000

Review Active
Recreation and
Facility Strategy by
June 30th 2018
Review Track
Strategy by June
30th 2018

Low

$10,000

Review Tree
Strategy by June
30th 2020

Low

$20,000

Review Open
Spaces Strategy by
June 30th 2033

Update urban design
guidelines and district
plan maps

Community
Facilities
Planner/Consultant
Community
Facilities
Planner/Consultant
Community
Facilities
Planner/Consultant
Community
Facilities
Planner/Consultant
Community
Facilities
Planner

Review Track
Strategy

Undertake a review of
the Track Strategy

Review District
Tree Strategy

Undertake a review of
the District Tree
Strategy

Review Open
Spaces Strategy

Undertake a review of
the Open Spaces
Strategy

Align District
Plan with Open
Spaces Strategy

Low

Existing
staff
resources

Incorporate the Parks
categories into the
development of Town
Strategies

Community
Facilities
Planner and
District

Med

Existing
staff
resources

Align the District
Plan with the Open
Spaces Strategy by
June 30th 2033
Align Town
Strategies with
Parks Categories
by June 30th 2015
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Objective/Outco
me Sought

Rationale

Key Actions

Tasks

Responsibility
Planner

Priori
ty

Resources

Monitoring
Progress

Development
levels of service
implementation

Undertake site
inspections of every
park and compare
asset provision
against development
levels of service,
document where new
assets are required,
where existing assets
will be replaced, and
where existing assets
will not be replace
(and therefore not
depreciated)
Undertake a review of
all existing park land
and determine if it
meets the
requirements outline
in the Open Spaces
Strategy, and if it
should be considered
for disposal

Community
Facilities
Planner

Med

Existing
staff
resources

Align the Parks
Asset Management
Plan
capital/depreciation
schedules with the
Open Spaces
Strategy
development levels
of service by June
30th 2015

Community
Facilities
Planner/Consultant

High

$20,000

Complete Land
Disposal Study by
June 30th 2014

and recreation
sector

Asset
management
capital and
depreciation
schedules reflect
the levels of
service used in the
Open Spaces
Strategy

The Open Spaces
Strategy contains
development levels
of service which
should drive new
capital, renewal
capital and
depreciation
schedules in the
asset management
plan

Park land which
does not meet the
provision levels of
service will
disposed of

Poor decision
Land Disposal
making in the past
Study
has resulted in
some land being
acquired which is
inappropriate or not
longer required.
Disposal of surplus
land reduces
Council’s
operational
expenditure
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Objective/Outco
me Sought
Review the
development
contributions policy

Review internal
Service Level
Agreement with
Service Delivery
Group

Rationale

Key Actions

Tasks

Review the
development
contributions
policy

Undertake a review of
the Development
Contributions policy to
align with the findings
of the Open Spaces
Strategy
Undertake a review of
the Service Level
Agreement to align
with the Open Spaces
Strategy Levels of
Service

Review the
internal Service
Level
Agreement with
Service Delivery
Group
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Responsibility
Asset Manager
Strategy and
Policy

Priori
ty
High

Resources

Group
Manager
Service
Delivery and
Asset Manager
Strategy and
Policy

High

In house

In house

Monitoring
Progress
Development
Contributions
policy adopted by
Council by 30th
June 2014
New Service Level
Agreement or
Memorandum of
Understanding is
signed and
implemented by
30th June 2014

9 Appendices

9.1

Appendix A – Total Park Inventory

The areas below have generally been derived from land title information. However
some areas have been determined by GIS.
Amenity Parks
Location
Matamata

Morrinsville

Te Aroha

Other Areas

Name
Founders Park
Jaycee Reserve
Jim Gardiner Grove
Kaimai Drive Reserve
Tainui Street Reserve
Allen Street Reserve
Morrinsville Library Playground
Old Morrinsville Museum Site
(Anderson Street)
Morrinsville Rose Garden
Kenrick Street Reserve
Seddon Street Reserve
Skidmore Reserve
Te Aroha Community Garden
Kaimai Tunnel Reserve
Okauia Domain
Rapurapu Reserve
Turanga-O-Moana Rec Reserve
Manawaru Recreation Reserve
Murray Oaks Scenic Reserve
Springdale Recreation Reserve
Tahuna Waterworks Reserve
Waharoa Rest Area
Kowhai Street Reserve (Waitoa)
Waitoa Railway Reserve
TOTAL

Area (hectares)
1.2148
0.2221
0.1012
0.0836
0.0622
0.1100
0.0590

Name
Banks Road LP Reserve
Centennial Drive Reserve
Kahikatea Crescent Reserve
Neil Algar Reserve
O'Sullivan Drive Reserve
Peria Road Reserve
Tom Grant Drive
Anderson Street Reserve
Anderson Street Gully Reserve
Closed Landfill - Riverview Road

Area (hectares)
0.3177
3.7636
1.1714
3.9458
0.0480
1.0092
4.7518
0.1515
0.3300
2.1797

0.1012
0.1289
0.1040
0.5252
1.3836
0.1470
0.1352
1.4163
2.6207
0.9106
0.1173
2.5842
4.0468
0.0878
1.2276
0.1318
1.1220
18.6431

Linkage Parks
Location
Matamata

Morrinsville
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Location

Te Aroha

Other Areas

Name
Esplanade Reserve - Avenue Road
South (A)
Esplanade Reserve - Avenue Road
South (B)
Esplanade Reserve - Kuranui Road
(E)
Esplanade Reserve - Kuranui Road
(F)
Esplanade Reserve - West Street
Parkwood Reserve
Holmwood Park
Lockerbie Park
Morrinsville River Walk
Esplanade Reserve - Horrell Road
Pakeke Park
Seales Road Reserve
2 Massey Street
Esplanade Reserve - Lawrence
Avenue
Esplanade Reserve - Spur Street
Esplanade Reserve - Terminus Street
(A)
Esplanade Reserve - Terminus Street
(B)
Gilchrist Street Reserve
Floodplain – Kenrick Street
Robertson Reserve
Te Aroha Boat Ramp Reserve
Esplanade Reserve - Campbell Road
Esplanade Reserve - Davidson Road
Esplanade Reserve - Henry Watson
Road
Esplanade Reserve - Hopkins Road
Esplanade Reserve - Landsdowne
Road
Esplanade Reserve - Livingstone
Road
Esplanade Reserve - Okauia Springs
Road
Esplanade Reserve - Old Te Aroha
Road (A)
Esplanade Reserve - Old Te Aroha
Road (B)
Esplanade Reserve - Paratu Road
Esplanade Reserve - Peria Road (A)
Esplanade Reserve - Peria Road (B)
Esplanade Reserve - State Highway
29
Esplanade Reserve - Tauranga Road
(A)
Esplanade Reserve - Tauranga Road
(B)
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Area (hectares)
0.5820
0.3190
0.1720
0.4670
1.5790
1.0520
2.5200
3.7966
5.6993
0.5320
0.3968
0.0543
0.0664
0.1772
0.3272
0.0440
0.6895
0.1067
17.9900
0.2110
0.2500
1.3700
0.7330
3.0035
3.0045
0.1325
5.5050
0.5919
1.8910
0.0861
0.8613
0.2142
0.1687
8.1210
1.4666
0.1015

Location

Name
Esplanade Reserve - Te ArohaGordon Road
Esplanade Reserve - Te Poi Road
Esplanade Reserve - Te Poi South
Road
Esplanade Reserve - Te Tuhi Road
Esplanade Reserve - Walton Road
Esplanade Reserve - Harbottle Road
Esplanade Reserve - Kiwitahi Railway
Road
Esplanade Reserve - Kiwitahi Station
Road
Esplanade Reserve - Kuranui Road
(A)
Esplanade Reserve - Kuranui Road
(B)
Esplanade Reserve - Kuranui Road
(C)
Esplanade Reserve - Kuranui Road
(D)
Esplanade Reserve - Maungatapu
Road
Esplanade Reserve - MorrinsvilleWalton Road (A)
Esplanade Reserve - MorrinsvilleWalton Road (B)
Esplanade Reserve - Norfolk Road
Esplanade Reserve - State Highway
26 (A)
Esplanade Reserve - State Highway
26 (B)
Esplanade Reserve - Stockmans
Road
Mangateparu Domain
Sunridge Park Walkway
Esplanade Reserve - Awaiti Road
Esplanade Reserve - Campbell Street
Esplanade Reserve - Eastport Road
(A)
Esplanade Reserve - Eastport Road
(B)
Esplanade Reserve - Manawaru Road
Esplanade Reserve - Ngarua Road
Esplanade Reserve - Paeroa-Tahuna
Road
Esplanade Reserve - State Highway
26 (C)
Esplanade Reserve - State Highway
26 (D)
Esplanade Reserve - State Highway
27
Esplanade Reserve - Strange Road
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Area (hectares)
1.5428
0.6950
0.8155
7.7800
0.1975
0.9320
0.2430
0.0556
0.5730
0.5612
3.2100
1.2850
0.1830
0.9780
0.2630
0.0825
3.2380
0.3000
0.5050
1.6185
1.2485
1.4400
0.0840
0.7297
0.4350
0.4870
1.8600
0.3430
0.3510
0.1011
0.9600
0.2190

Location

Name
TOTAL

Area (hectares)
96.6984

Name
Boardwalk - Skidmore Reserve to
Wetland
Herries Park - Operations
Tui Park
Te Aroha Bush Reserve
Upper Boundary St Reserve
(05311/403.00) & Bike Track Link
Harold Catlin Reserve
Hawes Bush
TOTAL

Area (hectares)

Natural Parks
Location

Other Areas

0.3913
6.4749
93.4376
0.7286
0.7327
4.3131
2.1976
108.2758

Neighbourhood Parks
Location
Matamata

Morrinsville

Te Aroha

Other Areas

Name
Banks Road Reserve
Furness Reserve
Haig Road Recreation Reserve
Kowhai Street Reserve
Matamata Playcentre
Anderson Park
Goodwin Park
Lindale Reserve
Morrinsville Office Car park Proposed
Skate Park
Rushton Road Kindergarten
Sain Crescent Reserve
Thomas Park
Carlton Street Reserve
Farmer Street Reserve
Hanna Street Reserve
Kennedy Street Reserve
Riverside Skatepark
Russell Avenue Reserve
Te Poi Playcentre
Mowbray Road Reserve
TOTAL

Area (hectares)
0.7171
1.3998
0.5382
0.1366
0.4497
0.3968
0.3769
0.7005
0.0876
0.1449
1.3952
0.2026
0.3771
0.0717
0.2258
0.0846
0.0622
0.1333
0.1012
0.0662
7.6680

Outdoor Adventure Parks
Location
Morrinsville
Other areas

Name
Kuranui Rec Reserve
Roy Scott Reserve
Waterworks Road Reserve (Te Miro
Forest)
TOTAL
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Area (hectares)
2.4990
35.3309
137.7933
175.6232

Premier Parks
Location
Matamata
Morrinsville
Te Aroha

Name
Firth Tower
Hetana St Reserve
Howie Park
Te Aroha Domain
TOTAL

Area (hectares)
2.0841
1.6051
2.0613
8.0937
13.8442

Sport and Recreation Parks
Location
Matamata

Morrinsville
Te Aroha
Other Areas

Name
Matamata Domain
Pohlen Park
Swap Park
Morrinsville Recreation Ground
Wiseley Reserve
Boyd Park
Herries Memorial Park
Hinuera Recreation Reserve
Tahuna Domain
Te Poi Recreation Reserve
Waharoa Domain
Waihou Recreation Reserve
Waitoa Bowling Club
Walton War Memorial Domain
TOTAL

Area (hectares)
4.8866
5.9239
7.7703
22.1761
1.7743
27.7766
5.9694
1.3924
2.6605
2.1853
5.2785
9.0193
0.2425
1.0726
98.1283

Special Purpose Sites
Location
Matamata
Morrinsville
Te Aroha

Other Areas

Name
Matamata Cemetery
Morrinsville Cemetery
Piako Cemetery
Te Aroha Cemetery
Stanley Road South Rec Reserve
(Land around Te Aroha Cemetery)
Stanley Landing

Area (hectares)
4.6502
0.8144
3.7130
6.1790
13.8604

Walton Golf Course

50.9292

Matamata Aerodrome

58.0397

Tahuna Golf Course
Maukuro Cemetery
Waharoa Cemetery
TOTAL

34.0788
5.8477
0.7621
179.8135
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0.9390

9.2

Appendix B – Park Category by Township

The areas below have generally been derived from land title information. However
some areas have been determined by GIS. They exclude Special Purpose Sites.
Matamata
Park Category

Amenity Parks

Linkage Parks

Neighbourhood Parks

Premier Parks
Sport and Recreation
Parks

Name
Founders Park
Jaycee Reserve
Jim Gardiner Grove
Kaimai Drive Reserve
Tainui Street Reserve
Banks Road LP Reserve
Centennial Drive Reserve
Kahikatea Crescent Reserve
Neil Algar Reserve
O'Sullivan Drive Reserve
Peria Road Reserve
Tom Grant Drive
Banks Road Reserve
Furness Reserve
Haig Road Recreation Reserve
Kowhai Street Reserve
Matamata Playcentre
Firth Tower
Hetana St Reserve
Matamata Domain
Pohlen Park
Swap Park
TOTAL

Area (hectares)
1.2148
0.2221
0.1012
0.0836
0.0622
0.3177
3.7636
1.1714
3.9458
0.0480
1.0092
4.7518
0.7171
1.3998
0.5382
0.1366
0.4497
2.0841
1.6051
4.8866
5.9239
7.7703
42.2028

Morrinsville
Park Category

Amenity Parks

Linkage Parks

Name
Allen Street Reserve
Morrinsville Library
Playground
Old Morrinsville Museum
Site (Anderson Street)
Morrinsville Rose Garden
Anderson Street Reserve
Anderson Street Gully
Reserve
Closed Landfill - Riverview
Road
Esplanade Reserve Avenue Road South (A)
Esplanade Reserve Avenue Road South (B)
Esplanade Reserve Kuranui Road (E)
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Area (hectares)
0.1100
0.0590
0.1012
0.1289
0.1515
0.3300
2.1797
0.5820
0.3190
0.1720

Park Category

Neighbourhood Parks

Outdoor Adventure
Parks
Premier Parks
Sport and Recreation
Parks

Name
Esplanade Reserve Kuranui Road (F)
Esplanade Reserve - West
Street
Parkwood Reserve
Holmwood Park
Lockerbie Park
Morrinsville River Walk
Esplanade Reserve - Horrell
Road
Pakeke Park
Seales Road Reserve
Anderson Park
Goodwin Park
Lindale Reserve
Morrinsville Office Car park
Proposed Skate Park
Rushton Road Kindergarten
Sain Crescent Reserve
Thomas Park
Kuranui Rec Reserve
Roy Scott Reserve
Howie Park
Morrinsville Recreation
Ground
Wiseley Reserve
TOTAL

Area (hectares)

Name
Kenrick Street Reserve
Seddon Street Reserve
Skidmore Reserve
Te Aroha Community
Garden
2 Massey Street
Esplanade Reserve Lawrence Avenue
Esplanade Reserve - Spur
Street
Esplanade Reserve Terminus Street (A)
Esplanade Reserve Terminus Street (B)
Floodplain – Kenrick Street
Gilchrist Street Reserve
Robertson Reserve
Te Aroha Boat Ramp
Reserve

Area (hectares)
0.1040
0.5252
1.3836

0.4670
1.5790
1.0520
2.5200
3.7966
5.6993
0.5320
0.3968
0.0543
0.3968
0.3769
0.7005
0.0876
0.1449
1.3952
0.2026
2.4990
35.3309
2.0613
22.1761
1.7743
87.3764

Te Aroha
Park Category

Amenity Parks

Linkage Parks
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0.1470
0.0664
0.1772
0.3272
0.0440
0.6895
17.9900
0.1067
0.2110
0.2500

Natural Parks

Neighbourhood Parks

Premier Parks
Sport and Recreation
Parks

9.3

Boardwalk - Skidmore
Reserve to Wetland
Herries Park - Operations
Tui Park
Te Aroha Bush Reserve
Upper Boundary St Reserve
(05311/403.00) & Bike Track
Link
Carlton Street Reserve
Farmer Street Reserve
Hanna Street Reserve
Kennedy Street Reserve
Riverside Skatepark
Russell Avenue Reserve
Te Aroha Domain
Boyd Park
Herries Memorial Park
TOTAL

Appendix C – List of submitters
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

Albert Loveridge
Morrinsville Polo Club
Wolfgang Faber
Tim Johnston
Matamata Society of Arts Incorporated
Te Aroha Community Board
Rod Gibson
CCS Disability Action
Grey Power Morrinsville
Stephen Smith
New Zealand Historic Places Trust
Ernest Bygrave
Powerco Limited
Barr & Harris Surveyors Limited
Automobile Association
Greenlea Premier Meats Limited
Waikato Regional Council
Fonterra Cooperative Group Limited
Geometrix
Te Aroha Business Association
Matamata Agricultural & Pastoral Society
Noel Harvey-Webb
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0.3913
6.4749
93.4376
0.7286

0.7327
0.3771
0.0717
0.2258
0.0846
0.0622
0.1333
8.0937
27.7766
5.9694
166.5813

